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Abstract 

We review and study the KK-theory equivalence for C* -algebras 
as the main subject. For this we review and study some more basics 
on the KK-theory for C* -algebras. As a result as a collection we 
obtain a table on classification of some KK-equivalent C* -algebras. 
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1 Introduction 

This paper is based on the reference textbook [1] of Blackadar on K
theory for operator algebras. We study basic elements of KK-theory of 
C* -algebras, aimed at KK-equivalence of C* -algebras mainly, to be con
tained and to be self-contained, but far from being, and some to be not 
included. With some considerable effort, we make and give some elemen
tary and helpful, exact computations, proofs, or hints for some facts on the 
KK-theory to understand those completely or suitably at the basic level. 
Consequently, at the end we obtain a, perhaps or certainly, useful table on 
classification of some known KK-equivalent C* -algebras, which would be 
a guiding map for further investigation. Since time and effort for publi
cation are limited, we could not contain all the topics and their details in 
KK-theory story. 

We also refer to the textbook [6] of Wegge-Olsen on K-theory and C*
algebras, in particular, as for Hilbert modules over C*-algebras. Also, es
pecially, refer to [5] on Takai duality for crossed products of C* -algebras. 
See also [3] of the author, containing a section on KK-theory basics as an 
appendix. As well, may refer to [4] on the UCT, based on [2]. 

This paper, viewed as a technical note, with some corrections or inter
pretations, possibly from misprints, is organized as Contents above. 

Now, given a few: 
Notaions. We denote by lK the C*-algebra of all compact operators on a 

separable, infinite dimensional, Hilbert space. Denote by Mn(C) then x n 
matrix C* -algebra over the complex field C. 

We denote by C(X) the C*-algebra of all complex-valued, continuous 
functions on a compact Hausdorff space X. Denote by Co(X) the C*
algebra of all C-valued, continuous functions on a locally compact Hausdorff 
space X vanishing at infinity. 

A positive element p of a C* -algebra m is said to be strictly positive 
if r.p(p) > 0 for every state r.p : m ~ C a functional with norm one, which 
is equivalent to that pill is dense in Ill. A C* -algebra has a strictly positive 
element if and only if it has a countable approximate identity. In particular, 
every separable C* -algebra contains a strictly positive element. A C*
algebra is said to be u-unital if it has a countable approximate identity. 

Denote by EB and® the usual direct sum and (mimimal) tensor product 
for C* -algebras and some others. But the same symbols with suffix such as 
®iJ are used frequently in the different sense in what follows. 
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2 Hilbert modules over C*-algebras 

Let ~ be a C* -algebra. A Hilbert module E over ~ is defined to be 
the completion of a right ~-module Eo with a ~-valued inner product 
( ·, ·) : Eo x Eo --+ ~ such that the function is conjugate linear in the first 
variable and linear in the second; (x, yb) = (x, y)b for all x, y E E, bE ~; 
(y, x) = (x, y)* for all x, y E E; (x, x) 2:: 0; if (x, x) = 0, then x = 0, and 
with the norm llxll = ll(x, x)ll4 for x E E. 

Example 2.1. • Any C*-algebra ~is viewed as a Hilbert ~-module with 
the ~-valued inner product (a, b) = a*b for a, b E ~. 

Check it out: (a, cb) = a*cb = (a, c}b; (b, a} = b*a = (a*b)* = (a, b)*; 
1 1 

(a, a}= a*a 2:: 0; ll(a,a)ll2 = lla*all2 = llall (the C*-norm condition). 
• Let ~n = EBn~ denote the direct sum of n copies of a C*-algebra ~. 

Then ~n is a Hilbert ~-module (over~). 
Indeed, (b1.··· ,bn)b= (b1b,··· ,bnb) and ((aj),(bj)} = "L/j=1ajbj and 

then ((aj), (bj)b) = ((aj), (bj)}b; ((bj), (aj)) = Ej=1 bjaj = (Ej=1 ajbj)* = 

((aj), (bj))*; ((aj), (aj)) = Ej=1 ajaj 2:: 0; ll(aj)ll =II Ej=1 ajajll4. 
• Let HfB be the Hilbert space over ~. which is the completion of 

the direct sum of a countable number of copies of ~, in the sense that H fJ3 

consists of all sequences (bn) such that E~=l b~bn converges, with the inner 
product ((an), (bn)) = E~=l a~bn E ~. 

Check it out: ((an), (bn)c) = E~=l a~bnc = ((an), (bn))c; ((bn), (an)) = 
E~1 b~an = (E~=l a~bn)* = ((an), (bn))*; ((an), (an)) = E~=l a~ an 2:: 
0; ll((an), (an))ll4 = II E~=l a~anll4 = ll(an)ll. 

Let E be a Hilbert ~-module. llli(E) is the set of all module homomor
phisms T : E --+ E for which there is an adjoint module homomorphism 
T* : E--+ E such that (Tx, y) = (x, T*y) for all x, y E E. llli(E) is a C*
algebra with respect to the operator norm, whose elements are bounded. 

If Tis an adjointable map in that sense, then T (and T*) are modules 
maps and bounded. Indeed, 

(T(x+Ay),z} = (x+Ay,T*z} = (x,T*z)+A*(y,T*z) 

= (Tx, z) + A*(Ty, z) = (Tx + ATy, z), 

so that T(x + AY) = T(x) + AT(y), and also 

(T(xb), y) = (xb, T*y} = (T*y, xb)* = [(T*y, x)b]* 

= [(y, T(x))b]* = (y, T(x)b)* = (T(x)b, y), 

so that T(xb) = T(x)b. 
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Boundedness follows from that the graph of T is closed. In fact, if 
Xn-+ x in E and Txn-+ yin E, then for any z E E, 

0 = (xn, T* z} - (xn, T* z} 

= (Txn, z} - (xn, T* z} 

-+ (y, z}- (x, T*z) = (y- Tx, z) = 0. 

Therefore, we get Tx = y. 

The operator norm of T is defined by 

IITII = sup{IITxlll x E E, llxll:::; 1}. 

We see that the norm is submultiplicative and liT II = liT* II, IIT*TII = IITII2, 
and B(E) is complete. 

OC(E) is the closure of the linear spans of (rank one) operators on E 
such as Bx,y(z) = x(y, z} for x, y, z E E. OC(E) is a closed ideal of B(E). 

Check it out: Bx,y(zl + z2) = x(y, z1) + x(y, z2} = Bx,y(zl) + Bx,y(z2); 
Bx,y(az) = xy*(az) = ax(y, z) = aBx,y(z); Bx,y(zb) = x(y, zb} = x(y, z}b = 
Bx,y(z)b; 

(Bx,y(z), w) = (x(y, z), w) 

= (xy* z, w) = z*yx*w 

= (z,y(x,w)) = (z,By,x(w)}, 

so that e;,y = Oy,x E OC(E). Note that the maps Bx,y are not projections, 
but e;,x = Bx,x self-adjoint and positive since 

(Bx,x(z),z)) = (xx*z,z) = z*xx*z = (z,x)(z,x)* 2::0. 

Also, 
Bx,x o Bx,x(z) = Bx,x(xx*z) = xx*xx*z = Bxx•,xx·(z). 

It certainly follows from this consideration that if x is a projection, then 
the map Bx,x is an idempotent, so that Bx,x is also a projection. 

With T E B(E), we check that 

To Bx,y(z) = T(x(y, z}) = T(x)(y, z) = Br(x),y(z), 

Bx,y o T(z) = x(y, Tz} = x(Tz, y)* = x(z, T*y)* 

= x(T*y, z} = Bx,T•y(z), and 

Bx,y o Bu,v(z) = Bx,y(uv*z) = xy*uv*z 

= Bxy•,vu• (z), 

IIBx,y(z)ll = llxy*zll:::; llxll·ll y*ll·ll zll, 

so that IIBx,yll:::; llxii·IIYII· It follows that OC(E) is a two-sided ideal oflffi(E). 
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Example 2.2. • For any C*-algebra ~.we have JK(~) ~ ~-
To show it we define a linear map ci> from finite sums of generators of 

JK(~) by 

ci>(l: AkBak,bk) = I: Akakbk E Qt. 

k k 

This is well defined because if Lk AkBak,bk = Lj J.LjBci,di, then Lk Akakbkx = 
Lj J.LjCjdjx for every x E Qt. Thus, 

II I: Akakbk- L J.LjCjdjll ::; II L Akakbk- L Akakbkusll 
k j k k 

+ II I: Akakbkus - I: J.LjCjdjus II + II I: J.LjCjdjus - I: J.LjCjdj II 
k j j j 

goes to zero, with (u8 ) an approximate unit for ~. a net of the positive 
part of the unit ball of~. with lib- bus II and lib- u8 bll going to zero for 
any bE~- The map ci> is a *-homomorphism because 

Ba,b o Bc,d(z) = Ba,b(cd*z) = ab*cd*z = Bab•,dc•(z) 

and 

and 
ci>(B;,b) = ci>(Ob,a) = ba* = (ab*)* = ci>(Ba,b)*. 

Surjectivity follows from the existence of a sort of polar decompositions 
1 

in ~: every b E ~ can be written as b = ulbl2 for some u E ~- Hence, 
b = ci>(O 1 ). The map ci> is an isometry. Indeed, 

u,lbl2 

II L AkBak,bk II = sup II I: AkakbZxll 
k llxll9 k 

::; II L Akakbkll = llci>(L AkBak,bk)ll, 
k k 

and on the other hand, 

II L Akakbkll::; II L Akakbk- L Akakbkusll +II L Akakbkusll 
k k k k 

=II L Akakbk- L Akakbkusll +II L AkBak,bk(us)ll 
k k k 

::; II L Akakbk - L Akakbkus II + II L AkBak,bk II 
k k k 
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which converges to II Lk >.kOakh II· 
• If ~ is a unital C*-algebra, then IB(~) ~ ~ ~ OC(~) as well as 

~ ~ M(~) the multiplier algebra of~-
Note that 81,1 (z) = 1(1, z) = z = id<:a(z) the identitiy map on~ belongs 

to OC(~), so that IB(~) = OC(~). Also, the map from IB(~) to ~ defined 
by T ~----+ T(1) gives an isomorphism. Indeed, the map is injective because 
if T(1) = 8(1), then T(z) = T(1)z = S(1)z = S(z). Also, So T(1) = 
S(T(l)) = S(1)T(1), and for any bE~, we have b = lh,1(1) with Ob,l E 
IB(~). 

• As a remarkable theorem, for any Hilbert module E over a C* -algebra 
2l, we have IB(E) isomorphic to M(IK(E)). It follows that for any C*-algebra 
2l, 

IB(2l) ~ M(IK(2l)) ~ M(2l). 

Moreover, 

IB(E9n2l) ~ M(IK(E9n2l)) 

~ M(Mn(2l)) ~ Mn(M(2l)), 

where .1Vln(2l) is the n x n matrix algebra over 2l. 
Note that for a= (aj),b = (bj),z = (zj) E 2ln, 

n n 

e(aj),(bj)(Zl, ... 'Zn) = a(b, z) =a z::>zzj = (aj L bZzj)J=l 
k=l k=l 

where [·]t means the transpose, and the equation implies an isomorphism 
between IK(2ln) and Mn(2l) by the argument as mentioned above. 

• For the Hilbert module over a C* -algebra 2l, we have 

Note that OC(H2l) is viewed as the closure of the union U~=1 0C(2ln), and 
each OC(2ln) ~ Mn(2l), and 2l0 ][{ is viewed as the closure of the union 
U~=l Mn(2l). Thus, we have OC(H2l) isomorphic to 2l0 K 

Let E1 , E2 be Hilbert modules over C* -algebras ~1 , ~2 respectively, 
and <p: ~1 ---+ IB(E2) a *-homomorphism. The tensor product E1 0'P E2 
is the completion of the algebraic tensor product E1 0<:a1 E2 with E2 as a 
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left ~I-module via <p, with the product as a right ~2-module, with respect 
to the ~2-valued inner product 

where (·, ·)i is the ~i-valued inner product on Ei. 
Check some out. For ..X E C, 

(..X( xi® x2), YI ® Y2) = ((..Xxi) ® x2, YI ® Y2) 

= (x2,<p((..Xxi,Yih)Y2)2 = ..X*(xi ®X2,YI ®y2); 

(XI ® X2, A(YI ® Y2)) = ((..Xxi) ® X2, (..Xyi) ® Y2) 

= (x2,cp((xi,AYI)I)y2)2 = ..X(xi ®x2,YI ®y2); 

and forb E ~2. 

and 

and 

(YI ® Y2, XI ® x2) = (y2, cp( (YI, XI}I)x2)2 = (y2, cp( (xi. YI)i)x2)2 

= (y2,cp((xi,YI)I)*x2)2 = (cp((xi,YI)I)y2,x2)2 

= (x2,cp((xi,YI)dY2)2 =(xi ®x2,YI ®y2)*; 

(XI® X2, XI® X2) = (x2, cp( (XI. XI}I)x2)2 
1 . 1 

= (cp((xi,XI}I)2x2,<p((xi.xih)2x2)2 ~ 0 

in ~2; and 

Example 2.3. •If <p: ~I --+ ~2 is a *-homomorphism of C*-algebras, then 
~I®"" ~2 is isomorphic to the closed right ideal cp(~I)~2 of ~2 generated 
by cp(~I), as a Hilbert module, where the overline means the norm closure. 

Note that the simple tensor xy ® z = x ® cp(y )z E ~I®"" ~2. is mapped 
to cp(xy)z = cp(x)cp(y)z in the closure, respectively. Also, 

1 

llx®yll = ll(x®y,x®y)ll 2 
1 1 

= lly*(cp(x*x)y)ll2 = lly*cp(x)*cp(x)yll2 = llcp(x)yll. 
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• If r.p : ~1 --+ ~2 is a unital *-homomorphism of unital C*-algebras, 
of more generally, if r.p is essential in the sense that r.p(~I) contains an 
approximate identity for ~2. then ~1 ®r.p ~2 may be identified with ~2. as 
a Hilbert module. 

Because 
~1 ®r.p ~2 ~ r.p(~1)~2 ~ ~2· 

• If r.p : C --+ M(~) is unital, then He ®r.p ~ = H ®e ~ ~ HfJ3. 
Note that the element (xn)>. ® b = (xn) ® r.p(>.)b E He ®r.p ~ is mapped 

to (xn>.b) E HfJ3. Also. 

1 
ll(>.n) ® bll = ll((>.n) ® b, (>.n) ® b)ll2 

= llb*r.p( ((>.n), (>.n)) )bll ~ 

= II L >.~·>.nb*bll~ 
n 

=II L(>.nb)*(>.nb)ll~ 
n 

• If r.p : ~1 --+ ~2 is essential, then we may identify HfJ31 ®r.p ~2 with 
H ®e ~2 ~ HfB2· 

Because HfJ31 ®r.p~2 ~ (H®e~1)®r.p~2 ~ H®d~1®r.p~2) ~ H®e~2· 

(Stabilization or Absorption). If Eisa countably generated Hilbert 
~-modules, then E E9 HfJ3 ~ HfJ3 . 

• As a corollary, if Eisa Hilbert ~-module, then E is counta.bly generated 
if and only if IK(E) has a strictly positive element. 

3 Graded, C*-algebras and Hilbert modules 

Let 21 = 21<0>9121(1) be a graded C*-algebra such that each direct summand 
21U> is a self-adjoint closed linear subspace and if x E 21U>, y E 21(k), then 
xy E 21(j+k) (j + k mod 2). Set the degree ax= j if X E 21(j). In particular, 

21(0}21(0} C: 21(0} 1 21(1}21(1} C: 21(0} 

and 21<0>21<1> C: 21<1> and 21<1>21<0> c: 21<1>. 
If there is a self-adjoint unitary g E M(21) such that 21(n} = {a E 

211 gag = ( -1 )na}, then the grading is called even and g is called a grading 
operator for the grading. If 21<1> = {0}, the grading is trivial. A trivial 
grading is even with the grading operator 1 E M(21). 
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A homomorphism <p : 2l ~ ~ of graded C* -algebras is a graded homo
morphism such that <p(2lUl) C ~(j) for j = 0, 1. Namely, as a diagonal 
map, 

<p = <p(O) E9 <p(1) : 2l = 2l(O) E9 2l(1) ~ ~ = ~(0) E9 ~(1) 

A grading on a C* -algebra 2l is nothing but an action of Z2 = Z/2Z on 
2l, that is, an automorphism a of 2l with period two a 2 = id21 : 2l ~ 2l the 
identity map on 2l. Then 

2l = 2l(O) E9 2l(1) ={a E 2ll a( a)= a} E9{ a E 2ll a( a)= -a} 

with 
= ( (O) (1)) = (a+ a(a) a- a(a)) a a ,a 2 , 2 . 

Conversely, a grading on 2l gives an Z2-action a defined by a(aC0l, aC1l) = 
(aC0l, -aC1l). A grading is even if and only if the corresponding Z2-action 
is inner. 

Example 3.1. • For 2l any (ungraded) C*-algebra, there is a grading on 
the 2 x 2 matrix algebra M2(2l) over 2l such that 

Note that 

This is an even grading with grading operator 1 E9 -1 the diagonal sum, 
called the standard even grading on M2(2l). In fact, 

(1E9-1) (~ ~) (lEB-1) = (~ ~), (lEB-1) (~ ~) (1E9-1) = ( ~c ~b). 
Since 2l0 ][{ ~ M2(2l181 OC), we obtan the standard even grading of 2l0 K 
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• For any (ungraded) 2l, there is the standard odd grading on the 
direct sum 2lE92l such that (2lE92l)(0) = {(a,a) Ia E 2l} and (2lE92t)(1) = 
{(a, -a) I a E 2l}. If 2l = c, there is the standard odd grading on C2, 
denoted by C1. Note that C1 is isomorphic to the group C*-algebra C*(Z2) 
of Z2 = Z/2Z, and the grading is given by the dual action a" of the dual 
group Z~ ~ Z2 defined as a~(g) = (g, "f)g = "f(g)g for "f E Z~ and g E Z2 
viewed as a unitary in C*(Z2)· 

• A grading on a C*-algebra 2l induces a canonical grading on M(2l) in 
the sense that 

M(2l) = M(2l)(O) EB M(2l)(l) = M(2l(0)) E9 M(2l(1 l). 

For~ a graded C*-algebra, a graded Hilbert ~-module is a Hilbert 
~-module E = E(0)E9E(1) such that E(m)~(n) C E(m+n) and (E(m), E(n)) C 

~(m+n). In particular, E(m)~(O) C E(m) stable under ~(O), but E(O)~(l) C 

E(l) and E(1)~( 1 ) c E(0 ). 

Example 3.2. • Let~= ~(O) E9 ~(l) be a graded C*-algebra. Then 

~n = [~nro) E9 [~n](l) = [E9n~(Ol] E9 [E9n~(ll]. 

Moreover, 

Note that 

((a~o), a~1))~= 1 , (b~), b~1 ) )~=1) 
00 

= '""'(a(o) a(1))*(b(O) b(1)) 
~ n•n n'n 
n=1 
00 

= L((a~o))*b~o), (a~1l)*b~l)) 
n=l 

00 00 

= L(a~o))*b~O) E9 L(a~ll)*b~l) 
n=1 n=1 

= ((a~0))~=l' (b~0))~=1) E9 ((a~l)~=l' (b~1))~1 ) E ~(O) E9 ~( 1 ). 

• A grading on E induces a grading on lffi(E) and OC(E) as: 

lffi(E) = lffi(E)(O) E9lffi(E)(l) 

=.[lffi(E(o)) E9lffi(E(1l)]cE9 [lffi(E(l), E(0l) E9lffi(E(o), E(1l)] 

!:!:! ( lffi(E(0l) lffi(E(ll,E(0))) 

- lffi(E(0), E(ll) lffi(E(ll) 

= (lffi(E)oo lffi(E)w) 
- lffi(E)01 lffi(E)u ' 
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and forTE IB(E), 

T = (Too Tw) : E = E(o) EB E(l) --+ E = E(o) EB E(l). 
T01 Tu 

= [(Too, Tu] EB [(Tw, T01)]. 

As for Tjk E JB(E(j), E(k)), note that 

(T(xo, x1), (yo, yl)) = ((xo, xl), T*(yo, YI)) 

~ ( (~~~ ~~~) (~~) '(~~)) = ( (~~) '(~~~ ~~~) (~~)) 
~ ( (Tooxo + Twx1) , (Yo)) = ( (xo) , (T€0Yo + T€1Y1)) 

T01xo + Tuxi YI XI T10 yo + T11 Y1 

~ (Tooxo, Yo) = (xo, TO'oYo), (Twx1, Yo) = (xo, T0'1YI), 

(To1xo, YI) =(xi, TioYo), (Tux1, YI) =(xi, TiiYI), 

so that Tj*k E IB( E(k), E(j)) in this sense and adjointableness for IB( E(j), E(k)) 

should be defined together with JB(E(k), E(j)). Similarly, IK(E) is under
stood as well. Note also that for Xj E E(i) and Yi+l E E(j+l), Byi+1,xi E 
IK(EU> E(j+l)) is defined by (} . .(z·) = y·+1(x· z·) E E(j+l) and 

• YJ+l ,x3 J J J' J • 

IK(EU>, E(i+l)) should be defined as the closure of linear spans of such 
operators By,x· 

• In particular, if Ql is a graded C* -algebra, then 

( IK(Ql (o)) 
IK(Ql) = !K(Qt(O}' Qt(l)) 

JK(Qt(l}, Qt(O))) 

IK(Qt(l}) 

( Ql (0} 

~ IK(Qt(o),Qt(l}) 
!K(Qt(I}, Qt(O))) 

Ql (1} 

and 

( JB(Ql (0}) 
JB(Ql) = JB(Qt(O}, Qt(l}) 

JB(Qt(l)' Qt(O))) 

JB(Qt(l}) 

"' ( M(Qt(O)) 
= JB(Qt(O), Qt(l}) 

JB(Qt(l)' Qt(O))) 
M(Qt(Il) . 

• ForE= E(O) EB E(l) a graded Hilbert ~-module, we denote by E 0P = 
E(l} EB E(0) the opposite of E, also a graded Hilbert ~-module. 

Define H~ = HfJ3 EB H;[. H~ is isomorphic to HfJ3 as a Hilbert ~
module, but not in general as a graded Hilbert ~-module. 
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If Hp, = Hp, EB {0} is trivially graded, then we say H{B has the standard 
even grading. Then H{B = (Hp, EB {0}) EB ( {0} EB Hp,) ~ Hp, EB Hp, the usual 
direct sum, isomorphic to Hp,. 

We may write E/\ = E EB E 0P. 

Let 2t and~ be graded C*-algebras. Let 2t 0 ~ denote the (minimal) 
graded tensor product of 2t and~, which is the same symbol as the usual 
(minimal) tensor product of C*-algebras and is obtained as the (minimal) 
completion of the algebraic tensor product of 2t and ~ with the product 
and the involution given by 

( a~i!) 0 b~k!)) ( a~i2) 0 b~k2)) = ( _ 1 )k1 i 2 ( a~i!) a~i2) 0 b~k!) b~k2)), 

(a(i) 0 b(k))* = (-l)i·k((a(i))* 0 (b(k))*), 

where o(a(i)) = i and a(i) E Qt(i), and with the degree o(a(il 0 b(k)) = i + k. 
If E 1 and E2 are graded Hilbert modules over 2t and ~ respectively, 

and cp is a graded *-homomorphism from 2t to ~, we define the graded 
tensor product E 1 0'P E2 to be the ordinary tensor product (of the same 
symbol) with grading o(x(i) 0 y(k)) = i + k for x(i) E E(i) and y(k) E E(k), 

Example 3.3. • If cp : 2t ---+ ~ is an _essential graded homomorphism of 
C*-algebras, then 2t 0'P ~ ~ ~, Hm 0'P ~ ~ Hp,, and Hf;;. 0'P ~ ~ H{B as 
graded Hilbert ~-modules. 

Because, especially, 

2t 0 'P ~ = (2l(O) EB Qt(ll) 0 'P (~(0) EB ~(1)) 

~ {[2t(O) 0 'P ~(0)] EB [2t(O) ®'P ~(1)]} EB {[2t(1) ®'P ~(0)] EB [2t(1) ®'P ~(1)]} 

~ {~(O) EB {0}} EB { {0} EB ~(1 )} ~ ~ 

and similarly, 

2top ®'P ~ = (2t(1) EB Qt(O)) ®'P (~(0) EB ~(1)) 

~ {[2t(1) ®'P ~(0)] EB [2t(1) ®'P ~(1)]} EB {[2t(O) ®'P ~(0)] EB [2t(O) ®'P ~(1)]} 

~ {~( 1 ) EB {0}} EB { {0} EB ~(O)} ~ ~op 

Also, 

Hm ®'P ~ = 2t00 ®'P ~ ~ ~00 = Hp,, 
Hi ®<p ~ =: (2top)oo ®<p ~ ~ (~op)oo = Hp,op ~ H~, 

so that Hf;;. ®'P ~ ~ H(B. 
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• If E1 is a Hilbert 2l-module and E2 is a Hilbert ~-module, and if 
cp: 2l-+ :B(E2) is a graded homomorphism, then ErP ®cp E2 ~ E1 ®cp E'/f ~ 
(E1 ®cp E2)0 P and ErP ®cp E'/f ~ E1 ®cp E2 as graded Hilbert ~-modules. 

Indeed, 

E~ ®cp E2 = (E?) E17 E~0)) ®cp (E~o) E17 E~1 )) 

~ {[E~l) ®cp E~O)] El7 [E~l) ®cp E~l)]} El7 {[E~O) ®cp E~o)] El7 [Efo) ®cp E~l)]} 

~ {[E?) ®cp E~1)] El7 [E?) ®cp Et)]} El7 {[Ef0) ®cp E~1)] E17 [Ef0) ®cp E~0)]} 

~ {[E~o) ®cp E~1 )] E17 [E~o) ®cp E~0)]} E17 {[E?) ®cp E~1 )] E17 [Ep> ®cp E~0)]} 
~ E1 ®cpE'/f, 

where we use isomorphisms as Hilbert modules by interchanging direct sum 
components without breaking grading structure. Since we have 

E1 ®cp E2 = [E1 ®cp E2](0) E17 [E1 ®cp E2](l) 

= [(Efo) ®cp Et)) El7 (Efl) ®cp E~1 ))] El7 [(Efl) ®cp E~0)) E17 (Ef0) ®cp E~1 ))], 

then we have 

(EI ®cp E2)op = [E1 ®cp E2](l) E17 [E1 ®cp E2](0) 

= [(Efl) ®cp Et>) El7 (Ef0> ®cp E~1))] E17 [(E~o) ®cp E~0)) E17 (Ep> ®cp E~1 ))] 

~ [(Ep> ®cp E~o)) El7 (Ep> ®cp E~l))] El7 [(E~o) ®cp E~o)) El7 (Efo) ®cp E~l))] 

~ [EP) ®cp E2] El7 [EIO) ®cp E2] ~ E~ ®cp E2. 

Moreover, 

E1 ®cp E2 ~ ((E1 ®cp E2)op)op 

~ (E~ ®cp E2)op ~ (E1 ®cp E~P)op ~ E~ ®cp E'/f. 

Example 3.4. • If 2l is evenly graded and ~ is trivially graded, then the 
graded 2l ®~is the usual tensor product. 

Because ~(l) = 0. 
• If 2l and ~ are both evenly graded with grading operators g and h 

respectively, then 2l ® ~ is evenly graded with grading operator g ® h. 
• If 2l is evenly graded and M2(C) has the standard even grading, then 

2l ® M2(C) ~ M2(2l) with the standard even grading. In addition, if II{ has 
the standard even grading, then 
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with the standard even grading . 
• If 2l is evenly graded, then 2l ® cl ~ 2l ffi 2l with the standard odd 

grading. 
Note that 

(a(O), a< 1l) ® ((s, s) ffi (t, -t)) 

= [(a(O), a<l)) ® (s, s)] EfJ [(a(O), a<l)) ® (t, -t)] 

= [(sa(O), sa(l)) EfJ (sa(O), sa(ll)] EfJ [(ta(O), ta(l)) EfJ ( -ta(O), -ta<1l)] 

E (2l ffi 2l)(O) Ef) (2l Ef) 2l)(l). 

• If 2l is a graded C*-algebra with an action a of Z2 , then 2l ® C1 ~ 

2l ><Ia Z2 the crossed product with the grading corresponding to a® a"' 
(corrected) with a"' the dual action of z~ ~ z2. . 

• C1 ® C1 ~ M2(C) with the standard even grading. 
Takai duality implies that C ><~aZ2 ><Ia/\ Z2 ~ C®M2(C) = M2(C), with 

C ><~a Z2 ~ C ® C1 ~ C1 and C1 ><~aA Z2 ~ C1 ® C1. 

(Stabilization). Let ~ be a graded C*-algebra and E a countably 
generated graded Hilbert ~-module. Then EEEJH!p, ~ H!p, as graded Hilbert 
~-modules with natural grading. 

4 Kasparov modules and their KK-theory groups 

Let 2l, ~be graded C*-algebras. JE(2l, ~)is the set of all triples (E,t.p,F), 
where E is a countably generated, graded Hilbert module over ~. t.p is a 
graded *-homomorphism from 2l to !B(E), and F is an operator in JB(E) of 
degree 1, such that the (additive) commutators [F, t.p(a)], and (F2 -l)t.p(a), 
and (F- F*)t.p(a) are all in OC(E) for all a E 2l. The elements of lE(2l, ~) 
are called Kasparov modules for (2l, ~). ][))(2l, ~) is the set of triples in 
lE(2l, ~)such that [F, t.p(a)], (F2 -l)t.p(a), and (F- F*)t.p(a) are zero for all 
a E 2l. The elements of ][))(2l, ~)are called degenerate Kasparov modules 
for (2l, ~). 

Notes: t.p = t.p(o) EfJ t.p(l) : 2l = Qt(O) EfJ Qt(l} -t JB(£)(0) EfJ JB(£)(1) with 
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(F _ F*)cp(a) = ( 0 * F12- F21) cp(a) 
F21- F12 0 

_ ((F12- F21)cp<l)(a<1))21 (H2- F21)cp<0)(a<0))22) 
- (F21- Fi2)cp<0)(a<0))u (F21- Fi2)cp(1)(a(l)h2 . 

Let q : lffi(E) ~ lffi(E)/OC(E) = Q(E) be the canonical quotient homomor
phism. Note that 

lffi(E)/OC(E) = [lffi(E)/OC(E)j<0) EEl [lffi(E)/OC(E)j(l) 

~ [Q(E(0)) EEl Q(E(l))j EEl [Q(E(l), E(0)) EEl Q(E(o), E(1))] 

"' ( Q(E(0)) Q(E(l), E(0))) _ (Q(E)oo Q(E)10) 
= Q(E(o), E(1)) Q(E<1)) = Q(E)01 Q(E)u = Q(E), 

where we let Q(E(i)) = .Iffi(EU))jOC(EU)) for j = 0,1 and Q(E(j), E(k)) = 
.Iffi(E(j), E(k))j.Iffi(E(j), E(k)). Hence we may let 

q = (Qoo Qlo) : lffi(E) = (.Iffi(E)oo lffi(E)10) ~ Q(E). 
Qol Qu lffi(E)01 lffi(E)u 
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This our indexing might be new and more useful than the usual one. Any
how, we have 

q(F)q(cp(a))- q(cp(a))q(F) = 0 E Q(E), 

(q(F) 2 - q(1))q(cp(a)) = 0 E Q(E), 

(q(F)- q(F)*)q(cp(a)) = 0 E Q(E), 

where we can write down their components by using qij and the compu
tation above, but better to be omitted. Importantly, those equations say 
that F and each cp(a) commute mod compact parts and if cp is unital or 
essential, then F is a self-adjoint unitary mod the same. 

Two triples (Eo, cpo, Fo), (E1, cp1, F1) of IE(2l, ~) are unitarily equiva
lent if there is a unitary, say U, in B(Eo, E1 ), of degree zero (i.e., a diagonal 
sum of unitaries on graded Eo to EI), intertwining cpi and Fi; 

Eo = E~o) EB E~1 ) u E1 = E~o) EB E~l) -
<po(a) 1 1 'Pl (a) 

Eo 
u 

E1 -
Eo 

u 
E1 -

Fo 1 1 F1 

Eo 
u 

E1 -
for a E 2l. Its unitary equivalence is denoted as ~u· 

A homotopy connecting (Eo, cpo, Fo), (E1, cp1, F1) is an element (E, cp, F) 
of IE(2l, I~) such that (E @~; ~' fi o cp, fi*(F)) ~u (Ei, cpi, Fi), where fi 
for i = 0, 1 is the evaluation homomorphism from I~ = C([O, 1], ~) ~ 
C([O, 1]) Q9 ~to~ (at 0,1 respectively): 

EI<J3 ~ EQ9~; ~ U; 
Ei -

<p(a) 1 1 f;o<p(a) 1 <p;(a) 

EI<J3 
J; 

EQ9~;~ 
U; 

Ei - -
EI<J3 

J; 
Erg;/;~ 

U; 
Ei - -

F1 1h,.(F) 1F; 
EI<J3 ~Erg;/;~~ Ei 
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for a E 2!, where the diagrams commute, and the middle down arrows are 
defined to be that the left squares are commutative, and E1c;s = E over 
I~, and Ui are the implementing unitaries of the unitary equivalences ~u· 

The homotopy respects direct sums. The homotopy equivalence on 
E(2!, ~) is denoted by ,....,h· 

If Eo = E1 , a standard homotopy is a homotopy of the form E = 
C([O, 1], E0 ), <p = (<pt), and F = (Ft), where [0, I] 3 t ~--+ Ft and t ~--+ I.Pt(a) 
are strong *-Operator continuous for each a E 2!. Any homotopy can be 
converted into one in standard form by using the stabilization theorem. 

Note that 
<p = (<pt) : 2!--+ lm(C([O, 1]) ®Eo), 

and <p, FE C([O, 1], Jm(Eo)) ~ C([O, 1]) ® Jm(Eo), which is strictly contained 
in Jm(C([O, 1]) ®Eo) in general. 

An operator homotopy is a standard homotopy where I.Pt is constant 
and Ft is norm continuous. 

• Degenerate Kasparov modules are homotopic to zero module. 
The operator homotopy equivalence relation rvoh on E(2!, ~) is gen

erated by operator homotopy and addition of degenerate elements. Namely, 
two Kasparov modules are operator homotopy equivalent if there is an op
eraptor homotopy (up to unitary equivalence) for their sums with some 
degenerate ones. 

The compact perturbation equivalence relation rvcp on E(2!, ~) is 
generated by unitary equivalence, compact perturbation F' ofF (via <p) 
in the sense that (F- F')<p(a) E OC(E) for (E, <p, F), (E, <p, F') E OC(2!, ~), 
and addition of degenerate Kasparov modules. 

The stabilized compact perturbation equivalence relation rv8 cp on 
E(2!, ~) is defined by that two Kasparov modules are stalilized compact 
perturbation equivalent if their sums with unitarily equivalent Kasparov 
modules are compact perturbation equivalent. 

The equivalence relation rv8cp is also called homology or cobordism. 
• When 2! is separable and ~ is u-unital, the equivalence relations rvh, 

rv0 h, and ,....,scp on E(2!, ~) all coincide. 
• If (E, <p, F) and (E, <p, F') belong to IE(2!, ~). with F' a compact 

perturbation ofF via <p, then (E, <p, F) is operator homotopic to (E, <p, F'). 
Indeed, define Ft = (1- t)F +tF' fortE [0, 1]. Then (C([O, 1], E), (<p = 
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'Pt), F = (Ft)) gives an operator homotopy. Check that 

with 

[Ft, c.p(a)] = { (1- t)F + tF'}c.p(a) - { (1- t)F + tF'}c.p(a) 

= (1- t)[F, c.p(a)] + t[F', c.p(a)] E IK(E); 

(F?- 1)c.p(a) = {(1- t) 2(F2 - 1) + t2((F')2 - 1)}c.p(a) 

- {(1- t)t(FF'- 1)- t(1- t)(F' F- 1)}c.p(a) 

FF'- 1 = FF'- F 2 + F 2 - 1 = F(F'- F)+ (F2 - 1), 

F' F- 1 = F' F- (F')2 + (F')2 - 1 = F'(F- F') + ((F')2 - 1), 

so that (F?- 1)c.p(a) E IK(E), and 

(Ft- Ft)c.p(a) = (1- t)(F- F*)c.p(a) + t(F'- (F')*)c.p(a) E IK(E). 

• The equivalence relation rvcp on IE(m, ~) implies rv0 h, and the equiv
alence relation rvoh implies rvh· 

• If (E, c.p, F) and (E, c.p, F') are Kasparov (m, ~)-modules, such that 
c.p(a)[F, F']c.p(a)* ~ mod IK(E) for all a Em, then (E, c.p, F) rvoh (E, c.p, F'). 

(KK-theory groups). KK(m, ~) '== KKh(m, ~)is the set of all equiv
alence classes of IE(m, ~) under rvh· 

Set K K1 (m, ~) = K K(m, ~ ® CI). 
Similarly, define KKoh(m, ~), KKcp(m, ~), KKscp(m, ~)to be the sets 

of equivalence classes of IE(m, ~) under rv0 p, rvcp, and rv8 cp, respectively. 
Set KK;h(m, ~) = KKoh(m, ~®CI), KK~(m, ~) = KKcp(m, ~®C1), 

and K K}cp(m, ~) = K Kscp(m, ~ ® C1). 
There are surjective maps: 

• KK(m, ~)and KKoh(m, ~)are abelian groups, and KKcp(m, ~)and 
KKscp(m, ~) are abelian semigroups with identity. 

The proof is as follows. Two degenerate Kasparov modules are equiv
alent under rvcp, and the class of elements of IDl(m, ~) is the respective 
identity. If (E, c.p, F) E IE(m, ~), then let c.p~ : m -+ IR(Eop) be defined by 
c.p~(a(0),a(l)) = c.p(a(0), -a(1)) (perphaps, missed defined), and then 
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via the operator homotopy: 

(C([O, 1], E E9 EOP), r.p E9 r.p~, F = (Ft = (F1 c.os :x 
sm 2 

1 sin -rrt ) ) 

-Fcos2;t ) 
(corrected). Note also that 

[ (~ ~) '(r.p E9 r.p~)(a)] = (r.p~a) r.p~Ja)) - (r.p~O(a) r.p~a)) 
= ( 0 r.p~(a)- r.p(a)) 

r.p(a)- r.p~(a) 0 

which should be zero (but not sure, even belong to OC(E E9 E 0P)), however, 
is zero certainly when '21 is trivially graded, and 

{ (~ ~)'- (~ ~)}(\'(a) EB\'-(a)) ~ 0; 

{ (~ ~) - (~ ~) *} (r.p(a) E9 r.p~(a)) = 0. 

(Possibly, if no misunderstanding, or as a case, r.p~ may be replaced and 
defined as r.p~ ( a(0), a(l)) = r.p(O, a(l)) E9 r.p( a(0), 0) in .IBI(E0 P) = .IBI( E(l) E9 E(0)), 

and then r.p~ is actually the same with -r.p and is identified with r.p, so that 
r.p~- r.p = 0.) 

As a note. If '21 is separable, K Kscp('21, ~) is also a group. 
K Kcp does not have cancellation in general. There is a surjective homo

morphism q from K Kscp(fJ., ~)to the cancellation semigroup of K Kcp(fJ., ~), 
temporarily denoted by KKcp(fJ., ~)can· There is also an induced surjective 
homomorphism q1 from KKscp('21, ~)to KKoh(fJ., ~). 

As a summary, we obtain the following diagram: 

0 

r 
KKcp(fJ., ~) i 

KKcp(fJ., ~)can 0 - -
II qr 

KKcp(fJ., ~) 
s 

KKscp(fJ., ~) 0 - -
II q'1 

KKcp(fJ., ~) 
r 

KKoh(fJ., ~) 
r' - - KK(Ql,~) 

1 1 
0 0 
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where q' = r o i o q, with r, r', and s the canonical surjections by the 
definitions of the equivalence relations, and i the canonical inclusion map. 

Example 4.1. • There is a sequence of surjective maps: 

so that all the maps are isomorphisms, and as well KK(C,C) ~ Z. 
An element of JE(C, C) is a module of the form o: = (H~, cp, F) or 

((Cn)1\,r.p,F), where we may let H~ = H0 9 HfP. Then cp(1) is a pro
jection of degree zero, i.e., cp(1) = P 9 Q for some projections P and Q, 

and F is of the form ( ~ ~) with degree one. 

The Kasparov module o: above is a compact perturbation via r.p of the 
module (H~, cp, cp(1)Fcp(1)). Thus, the equivalence class of o: in KKcp(C, C) 
can be represented by a module of the form: 

with r.p unital on C, where H~ may not be the same as the first one. Then 
T' is essentially a unitary operator from Ho to H1 (mod IK(Ho,Hl)), and 
S' = '(T')* essentially (mod IK(H1 , Ho)). By another compact perturbation, 
we may assume that T' is either an isometry or coisometry, and that S' = 
(T')*. 

If T' is unitary, then the module /3 is degenerate. 
If T' is a proper coisometry, i.e., T'(T')* = 1, (T')*T' ¥= 1, then set 

P' = 1- (T')*T'. Then P' is a projection in lBl(Ho) of finite rank n, and 
the module /3 is unitarily equivalent to 

{ (P' Ho, 1, 0)} 9{ ((1- P')Ho 9 HfP, 1, (~, (~)*) )}. 
The second module is degenerate, and the first module is isomorphic ton 
times the module obtained from the identity map ide : C-+ Cas: 

or equivalently, the first module is isomorphic to the module coming from 
the unital map i: C-+ Mn(C) as: 

(Mn(C), i, 0). 
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Similarly, ifT' is a proper isometry, then set Q' = 1-(T')(T')* E IB(H1). 
Then the module f3 is unitarily equivalent to 

{(Q' H1, 1, 0)} EB{ (Ho EB (1- Q')HfP, 1, (~, (T~)*) )}, 

which is compact perturbation equivalent to the module (corrected) of a 
homomorphism. 

Thus the map Z -+ K Kcp(C, C) sending 1 to the class of ide : C -+ C is 
surjective, i.e., KKcp(C,C) is a (cyclic) group generated by the class [ide]. 

There is an inverse map from K Koh ( C, C) to Z by sending the module 
in the first to the following Fredholm index: 

{HoEBHfF,<p{1) = PEBQ,F = (~ ~)) .- index(QTP), 

with 

<p{1)F<p{1) = (Q~P P~Q). 
and the Fredholm index equal to dim P Ho- dim QH1 if P Ho and QH1 are 
finite dimensional. This map is well defined because an operator homotopy 
preserves this index. Thus the map is surjective. 

• If Sl3 is a-unital, then in the definition of KKscp(m., SB), hence also for 
K Kah(m., SB) and K K(m., SB), it suffices to consider only the triples (E, <p, F) 
withE= H{B. 

Since the triple (H[B, 0, 0) is in ][}){m., SB), then (E, <p, F) has the same 
class in KKscp(m., SB) with (E EB H{B, <p EB 0, FEB 0), where E EB H{B ~ H{B 
by the stabilization theorem. 

• If (E, <p, F) E IE{m., SB), then there is its compact perturbation via 
<p: (E,<p,G) with G = G*. Thus, in the definition of KKscp(m.,SB), hence 
also for KKoh(m., SB) and KK(m., SB), it suffices to consider only the triples 
(E, <p, F) with F = F*. 

If (E, <p, F) E IE(m., SB), then so are (E, <p, F*) and (E, <p, ~(F + F*)), 
which are compact perturbations of (E, <p, F) via <p. Also, a homotopy (or 
operator homotopy) (Et,<fJt,Ft) from (Eo,<po,Fo) to {Eb<p1,H) yields a 
homotopy (or operator homotopy) ( Et, <fJt, ~ ( Ft + Ft)) from (Eo, <po, ~ ( Fo + 
F0)) to (El,<fJl,!(Fl +Fi)). 

•If (E, <p, F) E IE{m., SB), then there is its compact perturbation (E, <p, G) 
with G = G* and II Gil :::; 1. If m. is unital, we· may in addition assume that 
G2 - 1 E OC(E). Thus, in the definition of KKscp(m., SB), hence also for 
K Kah(m., SB) and K K(m., SB), it' suffices to consider only the triples (E, <p, F) 
with F = F* and IIFII :::; 1, and in addition F 2 - 1 E OC(E) if m. is unital. 
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Example 4.2. • If <p = f : 1.21. --)- ~ is a graded homomorphism, then its 
corresponding class [!] E K K(1.21., ~) is represented by the triple (~,J, 0). 

Note again that IB(~) ~ M(~) and OC(~) ~ ~. Also, zero 0 E IB(~) has 
degree any, and all [0, <p( a)] = 0, (02 -1 )<p( a) = -<p( a), and (0- O*)<p( a) = 0 
belong to JK.(~). 

One may also associate to f: 1.21.--)- ~the Kasparov (1.21., ~)-module 

to give the same KK-element. As a note, 

and 

Hence <p = fEB 0 : 1.21. --)- OC(~ EB ~0P). Also, F E IB(~ EB ~op) has degree 
one, and 

[F,<p(a)] = (~ ~)(!~a) ~)-(!~a) ~) (~ ~) 
_ ( 0 - f(a)) op 
- f(a) 0 E OC(~ EB ~ ), 

(F2 - l)<p(a) = (1- l)<p(a) = 0 E OC(~ EB ~op), 

(F- F*)<p(a) = (F- F)<p(a) = 0 E OC(~ EB ~0P). 

• If <p = f : 1.21. --)- ~ 0 lK. is a graded homomorphism, then its cor-
responding class [f] E K K(1.21., ~) is represented by the triple (H'13, j, 0), 
where OC(H'13) is identified with ~ 00C. 

Note again that IB(H'13) ~ M(JK.(H'13)) ~ M(~ 0 OC). Also, zero 0 E 
IB(H'13) has degree any, and all [0, <p(a)] = 0, (02 - l)cp(a) = -cp(a); and 
(0- O*)cp(a) = 0 belong to JK.(H'13)· 

One can also associate to f : 1.21. --)- ~ 0 lK. the Kasparov (1.21., ~ 00C)
module 

([~0lK.]EB[~0lK.]0P,<p=fEB0,F= (~ ~)) 
(corrected) to give the same KK-element. 
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Note also that 

B([~ ® ][{] Ef) [~ ® OC]OP) = (B(~ :k~[: ~ ][{jOP.), 

I"V ( M(~ ® OC) ~ Hr;s 
- B(~ ® OC, [~ ® OC]op), 

and similarly, 

B([~ ® OC]op, ~ ® OC)) 
B([~ ® ][{jOP) 

B([~ ® OC]op' ~ ® OC)) 
M([~ ® OC]op) 

( ~ ® ][{!:::! OCr;s OC([~ ® OC]op, ~ ® OC)) 
OC([~ ® 0C[E9[~ ® OC]op) ~ . ][{(~ ® ][{, [; ® ][{joP), [~ ® ][{jop · 

Hence t.p: f E9 0: 2l ~ OC([~ ® OC[E9[~ ® OC]op). Also, FEB([~® OC] E9 [~ ® 
OC]op) has degree one, and 

[F, t.p(a)] = (~ ~) (!~a) ~) - (!~a) ~) (~ ~) 
= ( O - f(a)) E OC([~ ® OC] E9 [~ ® OC]op) 

f(a) 0 ' 

(F2 - l)t.p(a) = (1- l)t.p(a) = 0 E OC([~ ® OC] E9 [~ ® OC]op), 

(F- F*)t.p(a) = (F- F)t.p(a) = 0 E OC([~ ® OC] E9 [~ ® OC]op). 

• Given a split short exact sequence of graded C* -algebras 

en i q 
0 - ;.o ----+ 1) ----+ 2l - 0 

with s: 2l ~ 1> a section, we associate a Kasparov (1>, ~)-module 

where w is the canonical homomorphism from 1> toM(~) ~ B(~). 'J;'his , 
Kasparov module is called the splitting morphism of the split short exact 
sequence, denoted by 1r s. When 1> = ~ Ef) 2l, then 

with p : 1> ~ ~ the projection, so that p o s o q = 0 with s : 2l ~ 1> a 
section as the canonical injection. 
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Note that t.p = w E9 Ws : i) ~ M(~) E9 M(~0P) in JB(~ E9 ~0P). Also, 
FE JB(~ E9 ~0P) has degree one, and 

[F, <p(a)] = (01 01) (w0(d) 0 ) (w(d) 0 ) (0 1) 
W 8 (d) - 0 w 8 (d) 1 0 

= ( 0 Ws(d)- w(d)) IK(~ E9 ~op) 
w(d)- w8 (d) 0 E ' 

(F2 - 1)t.p(a) = (1- 1)t.p(a) = 0 E IK(~ E9 ~op), 

(F- F*)t.p(a) = (F- F)t.p(a) = 0 E IK(~ $ ~0P). 

Indeed, we have the following commutative diagram: 

o~ ~o 

with b the Busby invariant, so that w(d)- w8 (d) is mapped to zero under 
q in the second line, and hence w(d)- w8 (d) E IK(~). 

• Similarly, for a split short exact sequence of graded C* -algebras 

i cj 
0 ~ ~®IK ~ il ~ 2l ~ 0 

with s: 2l ~ i) a section, we associate a Kasparov (il, ~ ® IK)-module 

(H!BEBH;j,wEB(wosoq), (~ ~)), 

also called the splitting morphism, where w : i) ~ M(~®IK) ~ JB(~®IK) 
is the canonical homomorphism, with M(~ ® JK) ~ M(IK!B) ~ H!B· 

• If (Ej, t.pj, Fj) is a Kasparov (2lj, ~)-module, for j = 1, 2, then (E1 E9 
E2, t.p1 E9 t.p2, H E9 F2) is a Kasparov (2l1 E9 2l2, ~)-module. Similarly, if 
(Ej, t.pj, Fj) is a Kasparov (2l, ~j)-module, for j = 1, 2, then (E~ EBE~, t.p~ E9 
<p~, F{ E9 F2) is a Kasparov (2l, ~1 E9 ~2), where each Ej is viewed as a 
Hilbert ~1 E9 ~2-module by letting ~k with k # j act trivially on Ej. 

Note that t.p1 E9 t.p1 : 2l1 E9 2l2 ~ JB(EI) EelB(E2) C JB(E1 E9 E2), and 

[F1 E9 F2, t.p1 ( a1) E9 t.p2( a2)] 

= (~1 ~2) (<p1 ~al) t.p2~a2))- (<p1 ~ai) t.p2~a2)) (~1 ~2) 
= ([H' t.p1 (a I)] O ) E IK(E1 E9 E2), 

0 [F2, t.p2(a2)] 
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and 

{(F1 EB F2)2 - (1 EB 1)}(<p1(al) EB <p2(a2)) 

= (F[- 1)<pl(al) EB (Fi- 1)<p2(a2) E OC(E1 EB E2); 

{(F1 EB F2)- (F1 EB F2)*}(<p1(al) EB <p2(a2)) 

= (Ft- Fi)<p1(a1) EB (F2- F2')<p2(a2) E ~(E1 EB E2). 

The other case is omitted. 
• If 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 is an invertible extension, then the Busby 

invariant T: ~ ~ Q(~) = M(~)/~ dilates to a *-homomorphism: 

and ((~ EB ~) ® C1, <p ® 1, (1 EB -1) ® {1, -1)) the Kasparov module in 
E(~, ~ ® Cl) is associated to the invertible extension. 

Note that <p is identified via the inclusion ~ ~ ~ ® C1, with <p ® 1 : 
~®C1 ~ M2{M(~))®C1 inllll(~EB~)®llll(Ct) containedinllll((~EB~)®C1), 
and (1 EB -1) ® (1, -1) E llll(~ EB ~) ® llll(Cl), and 

[{1 EB -1) ® (1, -1), <p(a) ® 1] 

= (1 0 ) (<pu (a) <p12(a)) ® (1, _ 1) 
0 -1 4?21 (a) <p22(a) 

_ (<pu(a) <p12(a)) (1 0) ® {1, _ 1) 
<p21(a) <p22(a) 0 -1 

= ( <pn(a) <p12(a) ) ® {1, _ 1) _ (<pn(a) -:-4?12(a)) ® (1, _ 1) 
-<p21(a) -<p22(a) <p21(a) -cp22(a) 

= ( 0 2<p12(a)) ® {1, _ 1) 
-2<p21(a) 0 

which should belong to OC(~ EB ~) ® llll(Cl) ~ M2(~) ® C1 (possibly in this 
sense), and 

{{1 EB -1)2 ® {1, -1)2 - {1 ® 1)}(<p(a) ® 1) 

= {{1 ® 1)- {1 ® 1)}(<p{a) ® 1) = 0; 

{{1 EB -1) ® {1, -1)- {1 EB -1)* ® {1, -1)*}(<p(a) ® 1) = 0. 

(Additivity). We have 
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and 

Additivity in the first variable also holds for countable direct sums, but 
does not in the second variable in general. 

(Functoriality). Iff : 2l1 --+ 2l2 is a graded homomorphism, then the 
following homomorphism is induced: 

j*: KK(2l2, ~)--+ KK(2l1, ~) 

for any ~. with f*[(E, <p, F)] = [(E, <p o j, F)] E KK(2l1, ~). · Thus, 
KK(·, ~) with ~ fiexd is a contravariant functor from C*-algebras to 
abelian groups. 

If g : ~1 --+ ~2 is a graded homomorphism, then the following homo
morphism is induced: 

g, : KK(2l, ~I)--+ KK(2l, ~2) 

for any 2l, with g.[(E, <p, F)] = [(E ®9 ~2, <p ® 1, F ® 1)] E KK(2l, ~2). 
Thus, K K(2l, ·) with 2l fixed is a covariant functor from C* -algebras to 
abelian groups. 

Let 2l, ~. and D be C*-algebras. There is a map from IE(2l, ~) to 
IE(2l ® D, ~®D) given by (E, <p, F) ~--+ (E ® D, <p ® 1, F ® 1). This map 
respects direct sums and the equivalence relation and thus induces a homo
morphism Ti): KK(2l, ~)--+ KK(2l®D, ~®D). The homomorphism Ti) 

is natural in each variable, which may be called by us the tensor-inducing 
homomorphism. 

In particular, if x = [!] E KK(2l, ~)with f: 2l--+ ~a homomorphism, 
then TX>(x) = [f®idX>] E KK(2l®D, ~®D) with j®idi>: 2l®D--+ ~®D. 
Indeed, x = [(~. j, 0)] and 

TX>(x) = [(~ ® D, f ® idX>, 0 ® 1 = 0)] = [f ® idX>]· 

• If h : D 1 --+ D2 is a homomorphism, then we have the following 
composites, denoted by (®h)., and (®h)* respectively: 

and 
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and moreover, the following diagram commutes: 

T~l 
-------+ KK(Ql0 n1, ~ 0 nl) 

1 (id2l®h). 

K K(Ql0 n2, ~ 0 n2) (id~®h)* K K(Ql0 n1, ~ 0 n2), 

so that (0h)* = (0h)*, which may be denoted by ®h. 
• For any Ql and ~, the map 

TJK: KK(Ql, ~)---+ KK(Ql0 K, ~ 0 K) 

is an isomorphism. Moreover, as a corollary, 

KK(Ql, ~) ~ KK(Ql0 Mn(C), ~ 0 Mm(<C)) 

~ KK(Ql0 K, ~ 0 K) 

~ KK(Ql0 K, ~) ~ KK(Ql, ~ 0 K). 

The same holds for KKoh and KKcp. 
Indeed, the inverse map for TJK sends the Kasparov module (E, '{),F) E 

K K(Ql0 K, ~ 0 K) to (E ®i HIJ3, 'Po h, F 01), where i : ~ 0 K---+ ~ 0 K c 
IB(H'13) ~ M(~ 0 K) the inclusion map and h : Ql ---+ Ql0 ][{ is defined by 
sending a to a 0 p for a rank one projection p of degree zero. 

For instance, ('Po h)(a) = 'P(a 0 p) = 'P(a) 0 'P(P) E IB(E) 01B(H'13) C 

IB(E 0 H'13) and 

[F 0 1, ('Po h)(a)] = F'P(a) 0 'P(P)- 'P(a)F 0 'P(P) 

= [F, 'P(a)]0 'P(P) E K(E) 0 K(HIJ3), 

and 

(F2 0 1- 1 0 1){'P o h)(a) = {F2 - 1)'P(a) 0 'P(P) E K(E) 0 K{HIJ3), 

(F 0 1- F* 0 1){'P o h)(a) = (F- F*)'P(a) 0 'P(P) E K(E) 0 K{HIJ3). 

Note that for (E, '{),F) E IE{Ql, ~), 

( T!K1 o TJK)[{E, '{), F)J = T!K1 [(E 0 oc, 'P 0 idoc, F 0 1)] 

= [(E 0 K 0i HIJ3, ('P 0 idoc) o h, F 010 1)] 

with K = <C 0 ][{ ~ K(Hc). 
Moreover, 

K K(Ql0 Mn(<C), ~ 0 Mm(C)) ~ KK(Ql0 Mn(<C) 0 K, ~ 0 Mm(C) 0 K) 

~ KK(Ql0 K, ~ 0 K) ~ KK(Ql, ~), 
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and 

KK(~ ® OC, ~) ~ KK(~ ®II{® OC, ~ ® OC) 

~ KK(~®OC,~®OC) ~ KK(~.~). 

(Formal Bott periodicity). For any~ and~. the map 

is an isomorphism, and so there are isomorphisms: 

and 

KK(~, ~) ~ KK1 (~, ~ ® CI) ~ KK1 (~ ® C1, ~) 

~ KK(~ ® C1, ~ ® CI). 

The same holds for K Koh and K Kcp· 
Note that the map Tel 0 Tel =:= TM2(C) since c1 ® c1 ~ M2(C), so that 

that the following diagram commutes: 

KK(~.~) KK(~ ® C1, ~ ® CI) 

1 Tel 

'th -1 -1 . w1 Te = T M 2 (q o Te1 as an mverse. 
Moreover, 

KK1 (~. ~) = KK(~, ~ ® CI) 

~ KK(~®C1,~ ®C1 ®C1) 

~ KK(~ ® C1, ~- ® M2(C)) ~ KK(~ ® C1. ~). 

and also 
' 

KK1 (~. ~ ® CI) = KK(~. ~ ® C1 ® C1) 

~KK(~®C1,~®C1) 

~ KK(~®C1 ®C1,~®C1 ®CI) 

~ KK(~ ® M2(C), ~ ® M2(C)) ~ KK(~, ~) 
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• As for the case where l.2l = C, we have 

KK(C, ~) ~ KK(C, ~ ® OC) 

~ {[T] : T E M5 (~), T*T- 1, TT*- 1 E ~ ® OC}, 

KK1(C, ~) ~ KK1(C, ~ ® OC) 

~ {[T]: T E M5(~), T = T*, T2 - 1 E ~ ® OC}, 

where [T] means the homotopy class for T. Note that there is only one 
unital homomorphism 'P = 1c from C to M8(~) = M(~®OC) = IBI(~®OC). 
The elements (E, 1c, F) of IE(C, ~ ® OC) are identified (up to equivalence) 
with the preimages T of unitaries in Q5 (~) = M(~ ® OC)/~ ® ][{. The 
equivalent relation in KKoh(C, ~) is homotopy. Any homotopy in Q5 (~) 
can be lifted to a homotopy in M5(~). 

Similarly, the elements of KK;h(C, ~)can be identified with self-adjoint 
elements in M8 (~) with unitary image in Q5 (~), and these may be iden
tified with projections in Q5 (~). 

It follows that 
(K-theory). • If~ is a trivially graded a-unital C*-algebra, then 

and 
KK;h(C, ~) ~ Ko(Q8 (~)) ~ K1(~). 

Note that the identification of Kj(Q8 (~)) with Kj+I(~) (j = 0) re
quires the Bott periodicity in K-theory of C* -algebras and the triviality of 
the K-theory K*(M8 (~)) for*= 0, 1. 

• If ~ is a trivially graded a-unital C* -algebra, then 

Any *-homomorphism 'If; from Co((O, 1)) into a unital C*-algebra defines 
a unitary u ='If;(!)+ 1, where f(t) = e2rrit- 1, and conversely, any unitary 
u of a unital C*-algebra defines a homomorphism 'P of Co((O, 1)) by sending 
f to u- 1. 

Check that ('If; (f)+ 1)('1/J(f) + 1)* ='If;(! f* + f + f*) + 1 and 

(ff* + f + f*)(t) = (e2rrit _ 1)(e-2rrit _ 1) + (e2rrit _ 1) + (e-2rrit _ 1) = O. 

Note that we extend 'P to 'P+ on Co((O, 1))+ ~ C('ll') by 'If;(!, 1) = (u-
1) + 1 = u with (!, 1) = e 2rrit the generator for C('ll'), with 'll' the one-torus. 
Thus 'P on C0 ((0, 1)) is defined as the restriction of 'P+ from C('ll') to the 
unital C* -algebra generated by u. 
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Two such homomorphisms are homotopic if and only if the correspond
ing unitaries are in the same connected component. Thus elements of 
K K 1 (Co(lR.), ~)with~ trivially graded are represented by triples (H:s, U, T), 
where U is a unitary in IB(~ 0 OC) ~ M5 (~) and T is a self-adjoint, es
sentially unitary operator in M5 (~) essentially commuting with U. Set 
P = ~(T + 1), a projection essentially. Set u(U, P) = q(PU P + 1 - P) 
with q : M5 (~) - Q5 (~) the quotient map. Then u(U, P) is a unitary 
in Q5 (~), and u(U, P) and a similar u(V, Q) are in the same component if 
and only if (U, P) and (V, Q) are operator homotopic. If P is a projection 
commuting with U, then (U, P) is degenerate. If v is a unitary in Q5 (~), 

let V be a lift of v EB v-1 in M2(M8 (~)), and then (V, 1 EB 0) has v EB 1 as 
an image. 

5 Kasparov product 

If 2l is a separable C* -algebra, ~ is a C* -algebra, and 1) is a u-unital 
C*-algebra, then we have the Kasparov {intersection) product (map) 
defined as the following bilinear function denoted as: 

0n: KK(2l, D) x KK(1), ~)- KK(2l, ~), 

with 0n(x,y) = x 0n y E KK(2l, ~). 
Outline of the construction is as follows. Given x E K K(2l, 1)) andy E 

KK(1), ~),choose representatives (E1, <p1, F1) E JE(2l, 1)) and (E2, <p2, F2) E 

JE(1), ~). Then define (E, <p, F) E JE(2l, ~)byE= E10'P2 E2, <p = <{Jl0<p2 1, 
and Fa suitable combination of F1 and F2. Keep in mind the notations in 
the following examples below. 

Example 5.1. • If x = [!] E KK(2l, 1)) with f: 2l-1) a homomorphism, 
then we may let (E1, <p1, H)= (1), J, 0). Assume that <p2 is essential. Then 
E1 0'P2 E2 = 1) 0'P2 E2 ~ E2 and we may take F = F2. Namely, the 
Kasparov product is 

[(1), J, 0)]0n [(E2, <p2, F2)] = [(E2, f 0<p2 1 = <fJ2 of, F2)]. 

This class x 0n y = [f]0n y is denoted by f*(y). Note that f(a) 0 1 = 
<p2(f(a)). 

• If x = [f] E KK(2l,1) 0 OC) ~ KK(2l,1)) with f : 2l - 1) 0 OC 
a homomorphism, then we may take (E1, <p1, F1) = (Hn, J, 0) and then 
E = Hn 0'P2 E2 ~ H 0c E2 and we may take F = 1 0 F2. Namely, the 
Kasparov product is 
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In general, F is a combination of F1 ® 1 and 1 ® F2. We may write 
F = F(F1, F2) for a suitable combination (troublesome to make) of F1 and 
F2. 

• Let 2l and 23 be graded C*-algebras, with 2l u-unital. If (E1 <p, F) E 

JE(2l,23), then there is (E',<p',F') E JE(2l,23) with <p' essential and that 
(E, <p, F) "'h (E', <p',.F'). 

Example 5.2. • Consider (E1, <p1, F1) E JE{2l, l>) and (23, g, 0) E JE{l>, 23) 
with g : ~ ~ 23 a homomorphism. Then the Kasparov product is 

This class x ®D y = x ®D [g] is denoted by g.(x). 

• If 2l is separable and~ is u-unital, then there is a Kasparov product 
for (EI. <p1, Fl) E JE{2l, ~) and {E2, <p2, F2) E JE{~, 23), which is unique 
up to operator homotopy. If F1 and F2. are self-adjoint, then there is a 
self-adjoint F = F(FI. F2). 

(Kasparov product map). If 2l is separable and~ is u-unital, then 
the Kasparov product defines a bilinear function: 

®D: KK{2l,~) x KK(~, 23). ~ KK(2l, 23), 

(x, y) 1---+ X ®D Y· 

Note that K Kop = K K under the assumption. The Kasparov product 
of two Kasparov modules is uniquely determined up to homotopy. It is 
shown that the map is well defined. 

• If 2l is separable and 23 is u-unital, then the equivalence relations "'h 

and "'oh coincide on JE{2l, 23). 
• Consequently, if 2l and 23 are trivially graded, with 2l separable and 

23 u-unital, then 

Ko(23) ~ KK(C, 23), K1(23) ~ KK1(C, 23), 

and Ext{2l, 23)-1 ~ KK1{2l, 23). 
Note that Ext{2l, 23)-1 is the group of invertible elements of Ext{2l, 23) 

(recalled later below). If 2l is separable, the Busby invariant r : 2l ~ Q8 (23) 
corresponding to an extension: 0 ~ 23 ® ][{ ~ E ~ 2l ~ 0 defines an 
invertible element of Ext{2l, 23) if and only if r lifts to a completely positive 
contraction from 2l to M 8 {23). 

If 2l is a separable, nuclear C*-algebra, then Ext{2l, 23) is a group for 
any C*-algebra 23. Hence then Ext{2l, 23)-1 = Ext{2l, 23). 
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(Associativity). Let 2l, ~.It,~ be graded C*-algebras with 2l and~ 
separable and It u-unital. Then the following diagram commutes: 

KK(2l,<t) x KK(<t,~) 

with x ®!B (y ®e: z) = (x ®!By) ®e: z. 

idx®e: 
KK(2l, ~) x KK(~, ~) 

1®~ 
KK(2l,~), 

(Functoriality). Let 2l1, 2l2 = 2l, ~1 = ~. ~2. ~1 = ~. ~2 be graded 
C*-algebras, with 2l1, 2l2 separable and ~I. ~2 u-unital, and let f : 2l1 -+ 

2l2, g : ~1 -+ ~2. h: ~1 -+ ~2 be graded *-homomorphisms. Then the 
following diagrams commute: 

K K(2l2, ~) x K K(~, ~) 

f*xid1 
KK(2l1, ~) x KK(~, ~) ~ KK(2l'1, ~), 

with f*(x ®:o y) = f*(x) ®:o y E KK(2l1, ~),and 

KK(2l,~) x KK(~.~I) ~ KK(2l,~I) 

idxg.1 1 g. 

KK(2l,~) x KK(~.~2) ~ KK(2l,~2), 

with g.(x ®:o y) = x ®:o g.(y) E K K(2l, ~2), and 

KK(2l,~I) x KK(~2.~) ~ KK(2l,~2) x KK(~2.~) 

KK(2l,~), 

with h.(x) ®:o2 y = x ®:o1 h*(y) E KK(2l, ~),and 

~ KK(2l,2l) x KK(2l,~) 

1 ®~ 
KK(2l,~), 

with i 1, i2 unital canonical injections and [id21] ®21 x = x ®:o [id:o] = x E 
KK(2l,~). 
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• Let 2l,l), ~be graded C*-algebras, with 2l separable and 1) u-unital. 
Let f: 2l-+ 1) and g: 1)--+ ~be graded homomorphisms. Then 

J* : KK(l), ~)--+ KK(2l, ~), 

y I-+ f*(y), 

®~: KK(2l, 1)) x KK(l), ~)--+ KK(2l, ~), 

([(1), /, 0)], y) = ([/], y) I-+ [!] ®~ y = f*(y) 

with the first !* (.) equal to [!] ®~ (.) = r (.) the second, and 

g.: KK(2l, 1))--+ KK(2l, ~) 

x ~--+ g.(x), 

®~: KK(2l, 1)) x KK(l), ~)--+ KK(2l, ~), 

(x, [(~, g, 0)]) = (x, [g]) H x ®~ [g] = g.(x), 

with the first g.(·) equal to (-) ®~ [g] =g.(-) the second. 

(Ring structure). If 2l is a separable C*-algebra, then KK(2l,2l) is 
a unital ring under the Kasparov intersection product, with the class [idl2l] 
as the unit: 

®l2l: KK(2l,2l) x KK(2l,2l)--+ KK(2l,2l), 

with X ®llt (idl2l] = (idl2l] ®llt X = X. 

Example 5.3. KK(C,C) ~ Z as a ring, with the Kasparov product as 
multiplication: 

®e: KK(C,C) x KK(C,C)--+ KK(C,C), 

([C, ide, 0)], [(C, ide, 0)]) = ([ide], [ide]) ._ [ide] ®e [ide] 

= [(C ®ide C, ideo ide, 0)] 

= [(C, ide, 0)] = [ide]. 

If 2l is an (approximately finite dimensional) AF-algebra, that is an 
inductive limit of finite dimensional C* -algebras, then 

KK(2l, 2l) ~ Hom(Ko(2l), Ko(2l)) 

the endomorphism ring of K0(2l). The isomorphism is deduced from the 
UCT (below later) and that 2l is separable, belongs to the UCT class, 
K 1 (2l) ~ 0, and Ko(2l) is free. If a C*-algebra satisfies these four conditions, 
then the isomorphism also holds. 
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(Generalized Kasparov product map). Let Qll, Ql2, ~1 , ~2, and 1) 

be graded C*-algebras, with Ql 1 and Ql2 separable and ~1 and 1) a-unital. 
Then the (generalized) Kasparov (intersection) product: 

K K(Qtl, ~1 ® 1)) x K K(1) ® Ql2, ~2) 

®1) 1 

is bilinear, contravariantly functorial in Ql1 and Ql2 and covariantly functo
rial in ~1 and ~2-

Let x E KK(Ql1, ~1 ® 1)), y E KK(1) ® Ql2, ~2). Define x ®1) y to be 
the composite: 

in K K(Qt1 ® Ql2, ~1 ® ~2), where E = ~1 ® 1) ® Ql2· 

Note that 

x ® [id!lh] = T!1h(x) E KK(Ql1 ® Ql2, ~1 ® 1) ® Ql2), 

[id'lhl ® y = T<Bl (y) E KK(~1 ® 1) ® Ql2, ~1 ® ~2)· 

Hence, in fact we have 

KK(Qt1, ~1 ® 1)) X KK(1) ® Ql2, ~2) 

(T~2'T2jl) 1 
K K(Qt1 ® Ql2, ~1 ® 1) ® Ql2) X K K(~I ® 1) ® Ql2, ~1 ® ~2) 

®E=®!Bl®1)®~2l 

and ®'D = ®<B1 ®'D®2h o ( TQh, T<B1 ) • 

• If h: 1)1 --+1)2 is a homomorphism of a-unital C*-algebras, then we 
have the following composites: 

KK(Qt1, ~1 ® 1)1) 

(id!Bl ®h).l 
KK(Qt1, ~1 ® 1)2) X KK(1)2 ® Ql2, ~2) 

®1)21 

KK(Qt1 ® Ql2, ~1 ® ~2), 
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and 
K K(1>2 ® !!2, ~2) 

1 (h®id212l* 

KK(!!1, ~1 ® 1>1) X KK(1>1 ® !!2, ~2) 

1 ®t~l 
KK(!!1 ® !!2, ~1 ®.~2), 

so that ®X>2 o (id!B1 ®h)* = ®X>1 o (id2l2 ®h)* and 

(id!B1 ® h)*(x) ®X>2 y = x ®X>1 (id2l2 ® h)*(y) 

for x E KK(!!1, ~1 ® 1>1) andy E KK(1>2 ® !!2, ~2)· 
• We have the following commuting composites: 

KK(!!1, ~1 ® 1>) x KK(1> ® !!2, ~2) 

®t~ 1 

for any 1> 1, and 

Tt)l 1 Tt)l 

KK(!!1 ® 1)1, ~1 ® 1) ® 1>1) X KK(1> ® 1)1 ® !!2, ~2 ® 1>1) 

1 ®t~®tll 
KK(!!1 ® !!2 ® 1>1. ~1 ® ~2 ® 1>1) 

for any u-unital1>1, so that 

for x E KK(!!I. ~1 ® 1>) andy E KK(1> ® !!2, ~2). 
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• We have the following composites: 

KK(!~l}, ~1 ® ~1 ® ~) x KK(~ ® ~2 ® 212, ~2) 

and 
KK(211, ~1 ® ~1 ® ~) x KK(~ ® ~2 ® 212, ~2) 

®3> 1 
KK(211 ® ~2 ® 212, ~1 ® ~1 ® ~2), 

so that ®~1 ®~®~2 o ( r~2 , r~1 ) = ®~ and 

T~2(x) ®~1®~®~2 T~1 (y) =X®~ y. 

Note that by definition, 

x ®~ Y = (r~2®2l2(x)) ®~2®2l2®~®!lh®~1 (r!B1®~1 (y)). 

(Kasparov product on graded KK). We can define the following 
map: 

®~: KKi(21,~) x KKi(~.~)--+ KKi+i(21,~), 

where i,j, i + j (mod 2), and KK0 = KK. 
The map 

®~: KK1 (21,~) x KK(~, ~)--+ KK1 (21, ~) 

with KK1(21, ~) ~ KK(21, S~) and KK1 (21, ~) ~ KK(S21, ~) is defined 
by x ®~ y = rs(x) ®~ y E KK(S21, ~) or by x ®~ y = x ®s~ rs(y) E 
KK(21, S~), where S =SIC= Co(JR). 

The map 

®~: KK(21,~) x KK1 (~, ~)--+ KK1(21, ~) 

with KK1 (~, ~) ~ KK(S~, ~)and KK1(21, ~) ~ KK(21, S~) is defined 
by x ®~ y = x ®~ rs(Y) E KK(21, S~) or x ®~ y = rs(x) ®s~ y E 
KK(S21,~). 

The map 

®~: KK1 (21, ~) x KK1 (~, ~)--+ KK(21, ~) 

with KK1(21, ~) ~ KK(S21,~) and KK1 (~, ~) ~ KK(S~, ~)is defined 
by x ®~ y = rs(x) ®s~ (y) E KK(21, ~) or x ®~ y = x ®~ rs(Y) E 
K K(S21, S~). 
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6 KK-theory equivalence 

An element x E KK('ll, ~)is a KK-equivalence if there is y E KK(~, '1!) 
such that x ®'13 y = [id2l] E K K ('1!, '1!) and y ®2l x = [id'B] E K K (~, ~). 
C* -algebras '1! and ~ are KK-equivalent if there exists a KK-equivalence 
in KK('ll, ~). T:qen we may denote its being by '1! "'KK ~. 

Lemma 6.1. The KK-theory equivalence for C* -algebras is an equivalence 
relation. 

Proof. The equivalence '1! "'K K '1!. For it there is the class [id2l] E K K ('1!, '1!) 
such that [id2l] ®2l [id2l] = [id2l o id2l] = [id2l] E KK('ll, '1!). 

If '1! "'KK ~.then~ "'KK '1!. For it, it is clear by definition. 
If '1! "'KK ~ and ~ "'KK ct, then '1! "'KK ct. For it, since there are 

x E KK('ll,~) andy E KK(~,'1!) with x®'BY = (id2l] E KK('l!,'ll) 
and y®2lx = [id'B] E KK(~.~), and there ares E KK(~,ct) and t E 
KK(ct, ~)with s®!!t = (id'B] E KK(~, ~)and t®'Bs = [idl!] E KK(ct, ct), 
then x ®'13 s E KK('ll, ct) and t ®'13 y E KK(ct, '1!) such that 

(x ®'13 s) ®!! (t ®'13 y) = x ®'13 ((s ®!! t) ®'13 y) 

= X ®']3 ( [id'13] ®'13 y) = X ®'13 y = [id2l] E K K ('1!, '1!)' 
(t ®'13 y) ®2l (x ®'13 s) = t ®'13 ((y ®2l x) ®'13 s) 

= t ®'13 ([id'B] ®'13 s) = t ®'13 s = (idl!] E K K( ct, ct) 

by associativity of Kasparov product. 0 

If x E KK('ll, ~) is a KK-equivalence withy its inverse, then for any 
C*-algebra D, the following maps: 

x®'B (·): KK(~,D) ~ KK('ll,D), 0 ®2lx: KK(D,'ll) ~ KK(D,~) 

are isomorphisms. Indeed, if x ®'13 f = x ®'13 g E K K ('1!, D), then 

y ®~ (x ®'13 f) = (y ®2l x) ®'13 f = [id'B] ®'13 f = J, 
y ®2l (x ®'13 g) = (y ®2l x) ®'13 g = [id'B] ®'13 g = g, 

so that f = g E KK(~,D). Hence the map x ®'13 0 is injective. If 
hE KK('l!, D), then y ®2l hE KK(~, D). Therefore, 

x ®'13 (y ®2l h) = (x ®'13 y) ®2l h = [id2l] ®2l h = h, 

which shows that the map x ®'13 ( ·) is surjective. The similar holds for 
(·) ®2lx. 
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In particular, it follows that if~ and ~ are a-unital and~ "'KK ~. 

then Kj(~) ~ Kj(~) (j = 0, 1), which may be viewed as an equivalence 
relation, because 

Then we may say that KK-theory equivalence implies K-theory equivalence 
for a-unital C*-algebras. 

If x E KK(f!, ~)is a KK-equivalEmce withy its inverse, then there is a 
ring-isomorphism from KK(f!, ~)to KK(~, ~)by the map y®2l (·) ®2lx. 
Indeed, for j,g E KK{~,f!), ify®2t/®2tx = y®2l9®2l·x E KK(~.~), 
then 

x ®!B (y ®2! f ®2! x) ®!By= (x ®!By) ®2! f ®2! (x ®!By) 

= [id2l] ®2! f ®2! [id2l] = f 

and similarly, x ®!B (y ®2! g ®2! x) ®!B y = g. Hence the map is injective. If 
hE KK(~, ~),then x ®!B h ®!ByE KK(~, ~)and 

y ®2! (x ®!B h ®!By) ®2! x = (y ®2! x) ®!B h ®!B (y ®2! x) 

= [id!B].®!B h ®!B [id!B] = h, 

which shows that the map is surjective. 

Example 6.2. • Isomorphic C* -algebras are KK-equivalent. 
If a : ~ --+ ~ and {3 : ~ --+ ~ are isomorphisms, then [a] ®!B [/3] = 

[/3 o a]= [id2l] E KK(~, ~) and [/3] ®2t [a]= [a o /3] = [id!B] E KK(~, ~). 
• Any C*-algebra ~.then x n matrix algebra Mn{f!) over f!, and~®][{ 

are all KK-equivalent. Stably isomorphic C* -algebras are KK-equivalent. 
Indeed, KK(~,Mn(f!)) ~ KK(~.~), KK(~.~®OC) ~ KK(~.~), and 

KK(Mn(~), ~®OC) ~ KK(~, ~)all contain KK-equivalences, because any 
C* -algebra ~ is KK-equivalent to itself by the KK-class of its identity map 
id2l, i.e., [id2l] E K K(~, ~)with the inverse itself and [id2l]®2l[id2l] = [id2l] E 
KK(~, f!). A C*-algebra f! is stably isomorphic to~ if~®][{~~® K 

• Homotopy equivalent C* -algebras are KK-equivalent. 
Indeed, two C* -algebras ~ and ~ are homotopy equivalent if there are 

homomorphisms a : ~ --+ ~ and {3 : ~ --+ ~ such that {3 o a and a o {3 are 
homotopic to id2l and id!B respectively. Then for the corresponding classes 
[a] E KK(~, ~) and [/3] E KK(~, ~),we have 

[/3] ®2t [a] = [a o {3] = [id!B] and [a] ®!B [/3] = [/3 o a] = [id2l]· 

• Contractible C*-algebras are KK-equivalent to zero. 
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If 2l is a contractible C* -algebra, then there are zero homomorphisms 
from 2l to {0} and from {0} to 2l and their compositions are zero homomor
phisms that are homotopic to id21: 2l---+- 2l and the zero map 0: {0} ---+-{ 0}, 
respectively, by contractibility and triviality. 

• If a compact Hausdorff space X is contractible to a point, then C(X) 
is KK-equivalent to C. 

Indeed, there are canonical unital *-homomorphisms a= 1: C(X)- C 
and {3 = 1 : C - C(X) and their compositions are the unit homomorphisms 
that are homotopic to idc(X) and ide by contractibity of X and triviality, 
respectively. 

• If 2l and~ are KK-equivalent via x E KK(2l, ~),then for any C*
algebra ~.we have 2l ®~and~®~ KK-equivalent via r~. 

Check it out. Since r~(x) E KK(2l®~, ~®~)and r~(y) E KK(~® 
~. 2l ®~),then we have 

r~(x) ®~®~ r~(y) = r~(x ®~ y) = r~([id21]) 

= [id21®~] E KK(2l ® ~. 2l ® ~), 

r~(y) ®21®~ r~(x) = r~(y ®21 x) = r.~([id~]) 

= [id~~] E KK(~®~,~®~) 

where the following diagrams commute: 

KK(2l,~) x KK(~,2l) 

KK(2l ® ~. 2l ® ~), 

and 

KK(~, 2l) x KK(2l, ~) 

T:[) XT:[) 1 

• If 0 - 2l ~ ~ ~ ~ ---+- 0 is a split short exact sequence of C*
algebras with s : ~ - ~ its section, then ~ is KK-equivalent to the direct 
sum 2LEB~. Then we may write the split extension~= 2l >q ~ "'KK 2LEB~. 

Show it out. The element 

[i] E9 [s] E KK(2l, ~) EB KK(~, ~) ~ KK(2l E9 ~. ~) 
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is a KK-equivalence with inverse 

1rs EEl [q] E KK(':D, 2l) EEl KK(':D, ~) ~ KK(':D, 2l EEl~), 

where 1r s is the splitting morphism. Indeed, 

and 

([i] EEl [s]) ®:o (7rs EEl [q]) 

= ([i] ®:o 1rs) EEl ([i] ®:o [q]) EEl ([s] ®:o 7r8 ) EEl ([s] ®:o [q]) 

= (i*(7rs)) EEl ([q o i]) EEl ([s] ®:o 7r8 ) EEl ([q o s]) 

= [id2l] EEl [0] EEl [0] EEl [id~] = [id2l EEl id~] E K K(2l EEl~. 2l E9 ~), 

(7rs EEl [q]) ®2l$~ ([i] EEl [s]) 
= (7rs ®2l$~ [i]) EEl (7rs ®21$~ [s]) EEl ([q] ®2l$~ [i]) EEl ([q] ®21$~ [s]) 
= [i o 7r 8 ] EEl [ s o 7r 8 ] EEl [i o q] EEl [s o q] 

= [so 7r8 ] EEl [0] EEl [0] EEl [so q] = [id:o] E KK(':D, ':D). 

• ForT the one-torus or circle, there is 0-+ Co(JR) -+ C(T) -+ C-+ 0 a 
split extension, so that C(T) = Co(lR) )q C "'KK Co(lR) E9 C. 

For sn the n-dimensional sphere, we have 0 -+ Co(Rn) -+ C(Sn) -+ 
c -+ 0 a split extension, and hence c ( sn) = Co (JRn) )q c "'K K c EEl Co (lRn). 

• If 2l and~ are AF algebras, then 2l and~ are KK-equivalent if and 
only their dimension groups are isomorphic as groups, ignoring the order 
structure. 

Check it out. The UCT for KK-theory implies that 

KK(2l, ~) ~ Hom(Ko(2l), Ko(~)) 

because the Ko-groups of 2l and ~. written as inductive limits of finite 
direct sums of .z as dimension groups, are torsion free, and their KI-groups 
are zero. It follows that if 2l and~ are KK-equivalent via x E KK(2l, ~) 
with inverse y E KK(~, 2l), then x ®~ y = [id2l] andy ®2l x = [id~], so 
that the corresponding composites 

®~yo ®2lx : Ko(2l) ~ Ko(C, 2l) ®gx Ko(C, ~) ~ Ko(~) ~ Ko(2l), 

®2lx o ®~y : Ko(~) ~ Ko(C, ~) ~ Ko(C, 2l) ~ Ko(2l) ~ Ko(~) 

are idKo(2l) and idKo(~)• respectively. Hence ®2lx and ®~y as maps are 
injective repectively, so that Ko(2l) ~ K0(~) as a group. The converse 
also holds via the UCT (given below). 
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• The Toeplitz algebra 'I' is KK-equivalent to C. 
Indeed, 'I' is generated by the unilateral shift U on a Hilbert space with 

an orthogonal basis such as He~ l2(Z) of all square summable sequences 
of C on Z. Then 1 - UU* is a one-dimensional projection, and 'I' contains 
IK as an essential ideal, i.e., which has non-zero intersection with any other 
non-zero closed ideal, and the quotient 'I'/IK ~ C(S1) the C*-algebra of 
all continous functions on the unit circle 81, so that 0 --+ IK --+ 'I' ....!!...... 
C(S1) --+ 0 is exact, and the sequence dose not split, where the quotient 
map q sends U to the coordinate unitary function u(z) = z E 8 1. Let 
ev1 oq : 'I' --+ C be the composition of the quotient map q with the evaluation 
map ev1 at 1 · E S1. Let j : C --+ 'I' be the unital embedding. Then 
[ev1 o q] E K K('I', C) is a KK-equivalence with inverse [j] E K K(C, 'I'). For 
this, (ev1 o q) o j =ide. Hence [j] ®<r [ev1 o q] = [ide] E KK(C, C). Also, 
[ev1 o q] ®e [j] = [j o (ev1 o q)] = [id<r] E KK('I', 'I'). For the last equality, 
a homotopy between the maps may be given by the maps IPt(u) = ut for 
t E [0, 1]. 

For ~ any C* -algebra, ~ and ~ ® 'I' are KK-equivalent. Indeed, since 
'I' and C are KK-equivalent, then 'I'®~ and C ® ~ ~ ~ are KK-equivalent 
via the tensor-inducing homomorphism T\B. 

• For 2l*X>~ an amalgamated free product (or amalgam) of C*-algebras 
2l and ~ over ~, if there are retractions r1 ,- r2 of 2l and ~ onto ~, then 
2l*X>~ is KK-equivalent to the pullback C*-algebra P = 2lEBX>~ ={(a, b) E 
2l E9 ~I r1(a) = r2(b)}. · 

In fact, [k] E K K(2l *X>~. P) is a KK-equivalence with inverse [/]- [g], 
where k: 2l *X>~--+ Pis defined by k(a) =(a, r1(a)) and k(b) = (r2(b), b) 
for a E 2l and bE~. g = ior: P--+ 2l*X>~ with r: 2lEBX>~--+ ~defined by 
r(a, b) = r(a) = r(b) and with i: ~ --+ 2l *X>~ the canonical inclusion map 
(corrected from [1]), and f: P--+ M2(2l *X>~) is defined by /(a, b)= a E9 b 
the diagonal sum. It follows that (1 ® k) of : P--+ M2(P) sends (a, b) to 
(a, r1 (a)) E9 ( r2 (b), b), and this homomorphism is homotopic to idp E9 ( k o g), 
and also the composition f o k is homotopic to id~n \B E9 (go k ). See [3] for 
more details for this. Thus, [(1®k)of] = [idp$(kog)] E KK(P, M2(P)) ~ 
KK(P,P) as an identification. Also, [fok] = [id2l•n\BEB(gok)] E KK(2l*X> 
~), M2(2l *X>~))~ KK(2l *X>~. 2l *X>~). Therefore, 

([/]- [g]) ®2ln\B [kj = [jj ®M2 (2ln\B) [1 ® kj- [gj ®2ln\B [kj 

= [(1 ® k) of]- [k o g] = [idp] E KK(P, P), 

[k] ®p ([/]- [g]) = [k] ®p [/]- [k] ®p [g] 

= [/ o k]- [go k] = [id2l•n\B], 

where those identifications are used implicitly. 
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In particular, let F2 be the free group of two generators and C*(F2) 
the full group C*-algebra of F2. Then C*(F2) ~ C(1r) *IC C(1r) is KK
equivalent to C(1r) EBc C(1r) ~ C(8) with 8 the figure eight, homeomorphic 
to the one-point compactification of the disjoint union lR U IR, so that there 
is the following short exact sequence: 

0 --+ Co(IR) EB Co(IR) --+ C(8) ~ C(1r) EBc C(1r) --+ <C --+ 0. 

More generally, let Fn be the free group of n generators. Then C*(Fn) ~ 
( · · · ( C(1r) *IC C(1r)) · · ·) *IC C(1r) the unital successive amalgam by <C is KK
equivalent to the successive pullback EBcC(1r) = (· · · (C(1r)EBcC(1r)) · · · )EBc 
C(1r) ~ C((unJR)+) with (unJR)+ the one-point compactification of the 
disjoint union un!R, homeomorphic to the Hawaian ring Hn of (disjoint) n 
circles joined at a point, with H2 = 8 the eight, so that 

It also follows that 

Ko(C(Hn)) ~ [EBnKo(Co(IR))] EB Ko(<C) ~ [EBnO] EB Z ~ Z, 

Kl(C(Hn)) ~ [EBnKl(Co(IR))] EB K1(<C) ~ [EBnZ] EB 0 ~ zn. 

Similarly, one can define the Hawaian ring H00 of countably inifinitely many 
(disjoint) circles joined at a point, so that 

0 --+ $ 00Co(IR) --+ C(Hoo) ~ EBc:'C(1r) --+ <C --+ 0. 

It also follows that 

Ko(C(Hoo))' ~ [$00 Ko(Co(IR))] $ Ko(<C) ~ [$000] $ Z ~ Z, 

. K1(C(H00 )) ~ [$00 K1(Co(IR))] $ Kl(<C) ~ [EB00Z] $0 ~zoo. 

Furthermore, let F 00 the free group of countably infinitely many generators. 
Then the group C*-algebra C*(F00 ) is isomorphic to *c:'C(1r) the unital free 
product of countably infinite copies of C(1r) and has K-theory groups 

Ko(C*(Foo)) ~ limKo(C*(Fn)) ~ limZ ~ Z and - -Kl(C*(Foo)) ~ ~Ko(C*(Fn)) ~ ~zn ~zoo 

and is KK-equivalent to C(H00 ). In fact, the KK-equivalence should follow 
from the same argument as for C*(F2) "'KK C(1r) EBc C(1r), without using 
the UCT (below soon later). 
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• Let l2l be a C* -algebra and let l2lQ :: l2l * l2l the full free product. Then 
the identity maps id2t on l2l as free product factors induce the quotient map 
q(id2t, id2t) : l2lQ -t l2l, so that the following is exact: 

0 -t l2lq -t l2lQ = l2l * l2l -t l2l -t 0' 

where l2lq is the kernel of q = q(id2t, id2t)· Then, similarly, define the quo
tient homomorphisms 1ro = q(id2t, 0), 1r1 = q(O, id2t) : l2lQ -t l2l and its 
restrictions 7ro, 1r1 : l2lq -t l2l. If follows that the KK-element [7ro EB 1r1] E 
K K(l.2lq, l2l) is a KK-equivalence with inverse given below, where the KK
element is corrected from [1], and 1ro EB 1r1 : l2lq -t l2l EB l2l, but the image can 
be identified with !.2l. 

Indeed, let l2l*l2l = l2l1 *l2l2 and ij : l2l = l2lj -t l2lQ the canonical inclusion 
map. For x E l2l, define s(x) = i1(x)- i2(x) E l2lQ. Then q(s(x)) = 0 E l2l, 
and hence s(x) E l2lq. Then l2lq is the ideal of l2lQ generated by s(x) for 
x E l2l, but the maps is not a homomorphism. Note that 1r0(s(x)) = x for 
x E l2l. Also, as for 1r1 : q(O,id2t) : l2lQ -t l2l, 1r1(s(x)) = -x for x E !.2l. 
Define the maps k = 1ro EB 1r1 : l2lQ -t l2l EB l2l and f = i1 EB i2 : l2l EB l2l -t 

M2(l2lQ). Then [k] E KK(l2lQ, l2l EB l2l) is a KK-equivalence with inverse 
[!] E KK(l.2l EB l2l, l2lQ), as shown above (with [g] = [0]), and hence, l2lQ is 
KK-equivalent to l2l EB !.2l. Anyhow, one gets 

[7ro El17ri] ®2t$2t [!] = [id2iQ] E KK(l2lQ,l2lQ), 

[/] ®2iQ [1ro EB 1r1] = [id2t$2t] E KK(l.2l EB l2l, l2l EB l2l). 

By considering the restriction of those maps to 1.2lq and D(l2l EB l2l) the cor
responding diagonal part of l2l EB l2l, it is obtained that 

[(1ro EB 1r1)21q] ®2t [!D(2t$2t)] = [id21q] E KK(l.2lq, 1.2lq), 

[fD(2t$2t)] ®21q [(7ro EB 7ri)21p] = [idv(2t$2t)] E KK(D(l2l EB l2l), D(l2l EB l2l)) 

= [id2t] E KK(l2l,l2l) 

(corrected from [1]). 

A C*-algebra l2l is said to be K-contractible if K K(l.2l, l2l) = 0. This 
implies that KK(l.2l, ~) = KK(~, l2l) = 0 for any C*-algebra ~. 

Indeed, the classs [id2t] E KK(l.2l, l2l) is a KK-equivalence. Because 

(id2t] ®21 (id21] = [id21 o id2t] = (id21] E KK(l2l, l2l). 

It then follows that the following map is an isomorphism and is zero: 

(id21] ®2t (-) : K K(l.2l, ~) -t K K(l.2l, ~) 

by [id21] = 0. Thus, KK(l2l, ~) = 0. Similarly, KK(~, l2l) = 0 by that the 
map(·) ®21 [id21] : KK(~, l2l) -t KK(~, l2l) is an isomorphism and is zero. 
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Example 6.3. • Any contractible C* -algebra is K-contractible. In partic
ular, the cone C~ = G0 ([0, 1), ~) ~ G0 ([0, 1)) ® ~ for any C*-algebra ~ 
is K-contractible. 

Indeed, the identity map id2t : ~ ---? ~ is homotopic to the zero map 
on ~. so that [id2t] = [OJ E K K(~, ~). Then the following map is an 
isomorphism and is zero: 

It follows that KK(~, ~) = 0. By the way, the cone C~ is contractible, 
and thus is K-contractible. 

• For 0---? J ~ ~ ~ ~j'J---? 0 a short exact sequence of (graded) G*
algebras, suppose that the following six-term exact sequences (given below) 
hold for a (graded) G*-algebra ~: 

KK(~, 'J) ~ KK(~.~) .q. 
KK(~,~j'J) ---+ 

ar la 
KK1 (~,~jJ) 

q. 
KK1 (~,~) 

i. KK1 (~, J) f-- f--

and 
KK(J,~) 

i* 
KK(~.~) 

q* 
KK(~j'J,~) f-- f--

al ra 
KK1 (~/'J,~) 

q• 
KK1 (~, ~) 

i* 
KK1 (J,~). ---+ ---+ 

If the class corresponding to the quotient map q is a KK-equivalence, so 
that [q] E K K (~, ~/J) is a KK-equivalence, then J is K-contractible. 

• c ~~~ In particular, 10r the short exact sequence: 0 ---? 'Io - 'I --t ll.- ---? 0, 
with 'I the Toeplitz algebra and 'Io the kernel of ev1 oq, generated by U -1, 
the closed ideal 'Io and ~ ® 'Io for any C* -algebra ~ are K-contractible. 

As a proof, it follows that the maps q* on K K and K K 1 in the first 
diagram above are isomorphisms, so that the maps i* and{) on the left are 
zero. Hence K K(~, J) = 0 for any G*-algebra ~. This is equivalent to 
that J is K-contractible. 

Similarly, the maps q* on K K and K K 1 in the second are isomorphisms, 
so that the maps i* and {) on the left are zero. Hence K K('J, ~) = 0 for 
any C*-algebra ~. This is equivalent to that J is K-contractible. 

Since the short exact sequence for 'I as an extension of C by 'Io is 
split, so that it is semi-split, i.e., there is a completely positive, norm
decreasing, grading preserving, cross section for q. Therefore, the six-term 
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exact sequences for KK-theory groups hold. As well, 

0---+ ~ 181 'Io ---+ ~ 181 '!' id!B®(evloq) ~ 181 C---+ 0 

is split. 

Since 

the generating class x E K K 1 (C, SC) ~ K K(C, C) is represented by the 
cone CC ~ Co([O, 1]) as the extension of C by the suspension SC ~ Co(I~): 

0 ---+ sc ---+ cc ---+ c ---+ 0. 

We may alternatively interpret the class x as the element of K 1 (SC) corre
sponding to the unitary u(t) = e2nit in sc+ ~ C('f), restricted to 0 < t < 1. 
We may call x the Bott class. 

The generating classy E KK1(SC,C) ~ Ext(SC,C) = Ext(SC) ~ 
Z with KK1 (SC,C) ~ KK1 (SC,OC) ~ KK(C,C) is represented by the 
extension 

0---+ OC---+ C*(V- 1)---+ SC = C0 (l~) = S---+ 0 

where Vis a coisometry of Fredholm index one, e.g., the adjoint U* of the 
unilateral shift U, and where the C* -algebra C* (V) generated by V is the 
Toeplitz algebra'!' and the C*-algebra C*(V- 1) generated by V- 1 is a 
C* -subalgebra of '!' and the quotient map q : '!' ---+ C('f) sends V - 1 to 
u-1 E C('f), with the C*-algebra C*(u-1) generated by u-1, isomorphic 
to Co(l~). 

It follows that x E KK(C1, SC) is a KK-equivalence with inverse y E 

KK(SC,C1) = KK1(SC,C). We may call y the inverse Bott class. 
Indeed, Ext(C, SC) ~ Ext(SC, C) ~ Z, and we need to check that 

x 181sc y =[ide] E KK(C1,C1) ~ KK(C,C) ~ Z, 

y181c1 x = [idsc] E KK(SC,SC) ~ KK(C,C}~ Z 

with x 181sc y = x 181c y andy 181c1 x = y 181c x. Note that there is a pairing 
(·,·)between Ext(m) = Ext(m,C) ~ KK1(m,q and K 1(m) ~ KK1(C,m) 
for any C* -algebra m as 

([r], [u]) = index(r"'(u)) E Z, 

for [r] E Ext(m) and [u] E K 1 (m), where r : 2t ---+ lB/OC = Q the Busby 
invariant, u is a unitary in Mn(2t) for some n, and r"': Mn(2t)---+ Mn(Q) ~ 
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Q the canonical extension ofT, and where if 2t is non-unital, 2t is replaced 
by the unitization 2t+. Thus each [T] E Ext(2t) defines a homomorphism 
I([T]) from K1(2t) to Z by I([T])([u]) = ([T], [u]) E Z. Also, for~ a trivially 
graded a--unital C* -algebra, we have 

x ®<.By= index(T~(e21rix)) = ([T], [e21rix]) E Z, 

for x E KK1(C, ~) ~ K1 (~) andy E KK1 (~, C)~ Ext($), where y = [T] 
with T: ~ ~ Q = llll/OC the· Busby invariant and x EM(~)+ with q(x) = p 

· a projection of Q(~) = M(~)/~ with [p] = x. 

(Bott Periodicity). For any 0*-algebras 2t and~. we have 

and 

KK(2t,~) ~ KK1 (2t,S~) ~ KK1 (S2t,~) 

~ KK(S22t, ~) ~ KK(2t, 82~) ~ K(S2t, S~). 

Proof. Indeed, the KK-equivalence x E KK(C1,SC) with inverse y E 
KK(SC, C1) induces the KK-equivalence T<.B(x) E KK(C1, ®~, S~) with 
inverse T<.B(Y) E KK(S~, cl ®~). It then follows by the Kasparov product 
0(: 1®<.BT<.B(x) that 

and also by the Kasparov product ®s!BT<.B(Y) that 

Similarly, we have the KK-equivalence T2l(x) E KK(C1,®2t,S2t) with in
verse T2l(Y) E KK(S2t,C1 ® 2!). It then follows that by the formal Bott 
periodicity and the Kasparov product T2l(Y)0(:1®2l that 

KK1(2t, ~) = KK(2t, ~ ® C1) ~ KK(2t ® C1. ~) 

~ KK(S2t,~) 

and also by the Kasparov product T2l(x)®s2l that 

Therefore, it is deduced that the commutativity for S holds: K K(2t, S~) ~ 
K K(S2t, ~) 9:! K K 1(2t, ~),which may be viewed as the definition of K K 1. 
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Moreover, it follows by the formal Bott periodicity and the Kasparov 
product r2l(Y)®c1®2l that 

KK1 (~,S!B) = KK(~,C1 ® S!B) ~ KK(~®C1,S!B) 

~ KK(S~,S!B) 

and also by the Kasparov product r2l(x)®s2l that 

By the commutativity for S, 

K K(S~, S!B) ~ K K(S2~, !B) and K K(S~, S!B) = K K(~, S2!B) 

and as well 

It also follows by the Kasparov product ®s~r~(y) and the formal Bott 
periodicity thll,t 

K K 1 (S~, !B) = K K(S~, !B ® Cl) ~ f( K(~ ® C1, S!B) 

~ KK(~®C1,!B®C1) 

~ KK(~, !B). 

Since T2l(Y) E KK(S~,~®C1) ~ KK(S~®C1.~), we also have 

KK(~, !B)~ KK(S~ ® C1, !B)~ KK1 (S~, !B). 

D 

Example 6.4. For any C* -algebra~ given, ~ and S2~ are KK-equivalent. 
In particular, C and Co(!~?) are KK-equivalent. 

Because, the Bott periodicity implies that 

KK(~, S2~) ~ KK(~, ~) . and KK(S2~, ~) ~ KK(~, ~), 

both of which contain KK-equivalences. Indeed, it follows that the element 
(id2l] E KK(~.~) is viewed as in both KK(~,S2~) and KK(S2~,~), so 
that 

(id2l] ®2l (id2l] = (id2l 0 id2l] = (id2l] 

in K K(~, ~) ~ K K(S2~, S2~) both. 
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(Thorn isomorphism in KK-theory). Let 2l >4a lR be the crossed 
product C* -algebra of a separable trivially graded C* -algebra 2l by an ac
tion a of lR of reals on 2l. Then 2l >4a lR is KK-equivalent to S2l. 

It follows that for any 1), 

KK(2l >4a JR, n) 

KK1(1),2l) ~ KK(1),S2l) 

~ KK(S2l,1)) ~ KK1 (2l,1)), 

KK(1), 2l >4a JR), 

with ta E KK(S2l,2l >4alR) ~ KK1(2l,2l >4alR) the KK-equivalence, called 
the Thorn class for 2l and a, corresponding to the Thorn module (2l >4a 
JR, r.p, FJ) for a, a Kasparov (2l, 2l >4a JR)-module, which is identified with 
a Kasparov (2l, (2l >4a JR) ® CI)-module, such that <p : 2l -+ M(2l >4a JR) is 
a canonical homomorphism and FJ E M(2l >4a JR) is the Thorn operator 
on 2l >4a JR, corresponding to a continuous, complex-valued function f on 
lR with limt ...... 00 f(t) = 1 and limt-+-oo f(t) = -1. 

Example 6.5. • As a corollary, let G be a simply connected, solvable Lie 
group and 2l >4a G be the crossed product of a separable, trivially graded 
C*-algebra 2l by an action of G on 2l. Then 2l >4a G is KK-equivalent to 2l 
if dim G is even, and to S2l if dim G is odd. 

Since 2l >4 aG is obtained as a successive cressed product 2l >4 a1 ~ • • • >4 ad;m a 
lR of 2l by actions aj of lR with 1 ~ j ~ dim G, we have 2l >4a G KK
equivalent to SdimG2l. 

It follows that for any 1), 

if dim G even, 

if dimG odd; 

if dim G even, 

if dimG odd. 

• Let 2l = C and a = id the trivial action. Then C >4 id lR ~ · Co (JR). 
Then the Thorn class tid = x E K K 1 (C, SC) the Bott class. 

• Let 2l = Co(lR) and idA the dual action of JRA ~ lR on Co(lR) by trans
lation. Then C0 (1R) >4id" lR ~ K by Takai duality. The Thorn class tid" E 
KK1 (Co(JR),K) corresponds to the inverse Bott classy E KK(SC,C1) = 
KK1(SC,C). 

As a key part of the prooffot the Thorn isomorphism in KK-theory, let 
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a.'' be the dual action of lR on 21 ~o JR. Then the Kasparov product: 

KK1(21, 21 ~o JR) x KK1 (21 ~o IR, (21 ~o IR) ~ 0A IR) 

®!ll,.aRl 

KK(21, (21 ~o IR) ~oA IR) ~ KK(21, 21 ® OC) ~ KK(21, 21), 

by Takai duality, and that t 0 ®2l>4a!R t 0 A = [id2l] E KK(21, 21), with 

KK1(21 ~o IR, (21 ~o JR) ~oA IR) ~ KK1(21 ~o IR, 21) ~ KK(21 ~o IR, S21). 

If 21 is a (graded) C*-algebra, the cone C21 of 21 is the {graded) C*
algebra 21 ® CC ~ 0 0 ([0, 1), 21) (with the obvious grading). 

If cp : 21 --+ ~ is a (graded) *-homomorphism of C* -algebras, then the 
mapping cone C'P of cp is the (graded) C* -subalgebra of 21 EB C~: 

c'P = {(x, f) E 21 EB c~ I cp(x) = f(O)}. 

There is a standard short exact sequences of C* -algebras for C'P: 

where S~ is identified with 0 0 ((0, 1), ~) ~ 0 0 ((0, 1)) ®~and i(f) = (0, f) 
for f E S~ with c.p(O) = 0 = f(O), and p(x, f) = x E 21. 

The mapping cone of cp : 21--+ ~ is an important example of the pull
backs of C* -algebras, so as 

c'P = 21EB~C~ ~ c~ 

Pll 1 evo 

where Pl = p and P2 the projection defined by P2(x, f) = f and evo the 
evaluation at zero defined by ev0 (f) = f(O). 

The mapping cone construction is natural in 21 and ~ in the sense that 
if we have a commutative diagram: 
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then there is a map w : Ccp ---+ C'l/1 making the following diagram commuta
tive: 

i p 
o - s~1 - c"' - 2l1 - o 

o - s~2 ___!:____. Cw ~ 2l2 - o. 
Example 6.6. • Cid21 ~ C2l. Because, 

cid'21 = {(x, f) E 2l EB C2ll id2l(x) =X= f(O)} 

and 
i p 

0-+S2l- Cid21 - 2l-+O, 

and the isomorphism is given by the map (!(0), f) ~---+ f E C2l. 
• Cscp ~ S(Ccp) for any VJ: 2l---+ ~- Indeed, with SVJ: S2l-+ S~, 

Cscp = {(x, f) E S2l EB C(S~) I SVJ(x) = f(O)}. 

For (x, f) E Cscp, if x = y 0 z for y E SC and z E 2l and f =!I 0 h for 
fi E CC and h E S~ with h = h 0 b for h E S and b E ~, then 

SVJ(x) = SVJ(Y 0 z) = y 0 VJ(z) = f(O) = fi(O) 0 h = h 0 !I(O)b E S~. 

Therefore, the following map defined as: 

induces the isomorphism. 

(Puppe sequences). Let 2l, ~, ~ be graded C* -algebras and VJ : 2l ---+ 
~a graded *-homomorphism. Then the following sequences are exact: 

KK(~,S~) ~ KK(~,Ccp) P• KK(~, 2l) -
Scp.r 1 'P• 

KK(~,S2l) KK(~,~) 

and 
KK(S~,~) ~ KK(Ccp,~) p* 

KK(2l,~) f---

Scp*l r "'. 
KK(S2l,~) KK(~,~). 
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Proof. Omitted, regrettably. 0 

A short exact sequence 

O-+J ~ m ~ mjJ-+O 

of graded C* -algebras is said to be semi-split if there is a completely 
positive, norm-decreasing, grading-preserving cross section for q, and then 
J is called a semi-split ideal of m. 

Example 6. 7. • Semi-split ideals are exactly the ideals corresponding to 
invertible extensions. · 

• If <p : m --+ ~ is a graded homomorphism, then the mapping cone 
sequence: 

o --+ s~ --+ Ccp L m --+ o 
is semi-split. A cross section for pis given by the map defined by 1/J(a) = 
(a, (1- t)<p(a)) for a Ell and (1- t)<p(a) E C~. 

In fact, since 1/J is a *-homomorphism, 1/J is norm-decreasing and also 
that the entry-wise induced map ,p(n) : Mn(ll)--+ Mn(~) is a *-homomorphism 
and hence, is positive, so that 1/J is completely positive. 

As a theorem, if m is a separable C* -algebra, then an extension T : m --+ 
Q5 (~) = M(~ ® OC)/~ ®II{ defines an invertible element of Ext(ll, ~) if 
and only if T lifts to a completely positive contraction from m to M5 (~) = 
M(~ ® OC). If m is unital and T is unital, then T defines an invertible 
element of Ext~(m, ~) if and only if T lifts to a (non necessarily unitan 
completely positive contraction from m to M5 (~). (Such an extension is 
called semi-split.) 

As for the proof of this theorem, if T is an invertible extension, then 
there is an extension r-1 such that T EB r-1 is trivial. Then T EB r-1 : m--+ 
M2(Q5 (~)) lifts to a *-homomorphism 

where <pn and also <fJ22 being the comprerssions of a *-homomorphism 
must be completely positive contractions from m to M 5 (1l), 1r o <pn = 
T. The converse is true by the generalized Stinespring Theorem: if m 
is separable, and if T has a completely positive contractive lifting <pn to 
M5 (~), then <pu can be dilated to a homomorphism 
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which may be unital if m is unital, and 1r o ~11 = r is a homomorphism, so 
that 7r 0 ~22 iS alSO a homomorphism from f)! tO Q8 (~) and iS an inverse 
for r. 

(Basics in Extension theory). Recall now that for an extension E 
off)! by~: 

o-~ 

II 
o-~ 

i 
-----t E 

i 
----+ M(~) 

-----t 0 

lT 
~ M(~)/~ = Q(~) - 0 

with the canonical maps, the Busby invariants r: m ~ E/~---> Q(~) is 
defined and deduced from the composite 1r ocr in the diagram. 

The Busby invariants Tis injective if and only if~ is essential in E. 
An extension E off)! by~ is trivial if the Busby invariant T: m---> Q(~) 

lifts to a *-homomorphism from m to M(~). This is the case where the 
short exact sequence splits, with a section s : m---> E. 

In particular, E is the direct sum f)J.ffi~ if and only if T = 0 the zero map. 
If~ is unital, this is the only extension since ~ = M(~) and Q(~) = 0. 
If~ is non-unital, then ~ =f. M(~) quite large. 

Two extensions Ej off)! by~ (j = 1, 2) are.strongly (unitary) equiv
alent if there is a unitary u EM(~) such that r2(a) = 1r(u)r1(a)1r(u)* for 
all a Em. 

Two extensions Ej of m by~ (j = 1, 2) are weakly (unitary) equiv
alent if there is a unitary v E Q(~) such that r2(a) = vr1(a)v* for all 
a E 21.. 

Two extensions Ej of m by~ (j = 1, 2) are homotopy equivalent if 
the Busby homomorphisms Tj: m---> Q(~) are homotopic. 

• The strong equivalence for extensions implies the weak equivalence. 
If the unitary group of M(~) is connected, in particular, if~ is a cr-unital, 
stable C* -algebra, then the strong equivalence for extensions implies the 
homotopy equivalence. 

Let Ext(m, ~) = Exts(m, ~) denote the set of strong equivalence 
classes of extensions of m by~' which is a commutative semigroup. 

Let Extw(m, ~) and Exth(m, ~) denote the sets of weak and homo
topy equivalence classes of extensions of m by ~' respectively, which are 
quotients of Ext(m, ~). 

Let Ext(m, ~) = Ext8 (m, ~) denote the quotient of Ext(m, ~) by the 
subsemigroup of trivial extensions. Similarly, Extw(m, ~) and Exth(m, ~) 
are defined respectively as the quotients of Extw(m, ~) and Exth(m, ~) by 
the subsemigroup of trivial extensions. 
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For * = s, w, h, Ext:(~,~) is defined as the quotient of the subsemi
group of essential extensions by the subsemigroup of essential trivial exten
sions. If~ is unital, Ext~(~,~) is defined as the quotient of the subsemi
group of unital extensions by that of strongly unital trivial extensions. 

Example 6.8. • When~= C and~= C0((0, 1)) ~ Co(IR), the direct sum 
Co((O, 1)) EBC and C(S1) viewed as extensions of~ by~ are trivial. There 
are two other extensions C0 ([0, 1)) ~ CC and C0 ((0, 1]) ~ CC. Moreover, 
the associated diagram becomes: 

0 - Co(lR) - E - C - 0 

II 1 1T 
0 - SC - M(SC) - Q(SC) - 0 

and M(Co{lR)) ~ C(,BJR), where ,BJR is the Stone-Cech compactification of 
JR. 

• All extensions of Mn(C) by][{ are trivial. In this case, the diagram is: 

0 - ][{ - E - Mn(C) - 0 

II 1 
0 - ][{ - Jli - lli/OC - 0. 

(We have no time to review and consider further, until the last minute.) 

Example 6.9. • Let ~ be a separable (graded) C*-algebra, 'J a semi
split (graded) ideal of~. and q : ~ --+ ~j'J the quotient map. Let Cq be 
the mapping cone for q and e : 'J --+ Cq defined by e(x) = (x, 0). Then 
[e] E K K('J, Cq) is a KK-equivalence. 

Note that Cq = ~ EB2lfJ C(~/'J) as a pull-back C*-algebra, with (x, 0) 
for x E ~.and 0 E C(~/'J), so that q(x) = 0 = 0{0) E ~/'J. 

The inverse of [e] is the element u of KK(Cq, 'J) ~ KK1(Cq, S'J) repre
sented by the extension: 

0 --+ S'J --+ C~ ~ Cq = ~ EB2t/J C(~/'J) --+ 0, 

where 1r{f ®a) = {f(O)a, f ® q(a)) for f ®a E C~ = Co{[O, 1)) ® ~. 
so that q{f(O)a) = f(O)q(a) = [f ® q(a)](O). More specifically, if v E 

KK1(Cq 1 S'J) ~ KK(Cq, 'J) is the element represented by this extension, 
thenu = v®J([idJ]®cy) (corrected), wherey E KK1(SC,C) ~ KK(SC,SC), 
and 

®c : KK('J, 'J ®C) x KK(C ® SC, SC)--+ KK(S'J, S'J) ~ KK('J, 'J), 

([idJ],y) ._ [idJ] ®c y, 
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and 

®J: KK(Cq, J) x KK('J, J)- KK(Cq, J), 

(v, [idJ] ®c y) f-+ v ®J ([idJ] ®c y) = u. 

• We have [e] ®c9 u = e*(u) = [idJ] E KK('J, J). 
It follows from the f<;>llowing diagram: 

KK1('J,S'J) 3 e*(v): 0 ----t SJ ----t CJ evo --- J--- 0 

e· r 11 idc®i 1 1 e 

KK1(Cq, S'J) 3 v: 0 ----t SJ ----t C~ ~ Cq --- 0 

that [e] ®c9 v = e*(v) = [idJ] ®c x, where x E K K 1(C, SC) is represented 
by the extension: 

X : 0 - SfC - CfC - fC - 0. 

Note that 

®c: KK('J, J ®C) x KK(C ® SC, SC)- KK(S'J, S'J) 9'! KK1('J, S'J), 

([idJ],x) f-+ [idJ] ®c x, 

Thus, [e] ®c9 u = e*(u) = [idJ] E KK('J, J). Because 

[e] ®c9 u = [e] ®c9 {v ®J ([idJ] ®c y)} 

= ([e] ®c9 v) ®J ([idJ] ®c y) 

= ([idJ] ®c x) ®J ([idJ] ®c y) 

= [idJ] ®c (x ®J [idJ]) ®c y 

= [idJ] ®c (x ®c y) 

= [idJ] ®c [ide) = [idJ]. 

(Six-term exact sequence). Let 

i q I o-J--- ~--- ~ J-o 
be a semi-split short exact sequence of u-unital graded C* -algebras. Then, 
for any separable graded C*-algebra D, the following sequence is exact: 

KK(D,'J) ~ KK(D,~) ~ KK(D,~j'J) 

oJ lo 
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If~ is separable, then for any a-unital!>, the following sequences is exact: 

KK('J, !>) 

lo 

_!::_ KK(~,D) ~ KK(~j'J,!>) 

i* 
----+ 

jo 
KK1 (J, !>). 

The maps 8 in the first and second diagrams are given by the Kasparov 
product from the right or left by the class 8q E K K 1 (~/J, J) corresponding 
to the extension. Under the identification of K K 1 (~j'J, J) with K K(S(~j'J, J), 
8q corresponds to j*(u), where j is the natural inclusion map of S(~/J) into 
Cq = ~ EB2lfJ C(~/J) and u E KK(Cq, 'J) is the inverse of e: J- Cq· 

Note that 

and similarly, 

and also, 

and similarly, 

KKl(~jJ, J) x K Kl(J, !>) (oe,o(-))=oe®JO KK(~j'J, 1J). 

Since j : S(~/J) - Cq, we have 

j* : KK(Cq, 'J)- KK(S(~j'J), J) ~ KK1 (~j'J, J), 

with j*(u) =De. 
Furthermore, the Puppe sequences for the extension: 

i q I o-J----+ ~----+ ~ J-o 

become that the following sequences are exact: 

KK(!>, S(~/J)) ~ KK1(1J, ~/J) ~ KK(D, C'P) 

Sq. I 
~ KK(1J,~) 

1 q. 

KK(1J, S~) ~ KK1(1J, ~) KK(D,~j'J) 
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and 

KK(S(~f'J),'D) ~ KK1 (~/'J,'D) _f._ KK(Ccp,'D) ....£_ 

Sq•l 

KK(~,'D) 

r q· 

KK(8~,'D) ~ KK1 (~,'D) KK(~j'J, 'D). 

In addition, the KK-equivalence [e] E K K('J, Cq) implies the isomorphisms: 

KK('D,'J) ~ KK('D,Cq) and KK(Cq,'D) ~ KK('J,'D). 

As well, similarly, we have the following Puppe exact sequences: 

KK(S'D,S(~/'J)) ~ KK('D,~/'J) ~ KK(S'D,Ccp) 

Sq. r 
KK(S'D,S~) ~ KK('D, ~) 

and 

p. - KK(S'D, ~) 

1 q. 

KK(S'D, ~/'J) 

KK(S(~/'J),S'D) ~ KK(~j'J,'D) _f._ KK(Ccp,S'D) ....£_ KK(~,8'D) 

Sq·l r q· 

K K(S~, S'D) ~ K K(~. 'D) KK(~f'J, S'D), 

with 

KK1('D,'J) ~ KK(S'D,'J) ~ KK(S'D,Cq) and 

KK(Cq, S'D) ~ KK('J, S'D) ~ KK1('J, 'D). 

The proof for the six-term exact sequence is done. 

(Pimsner-Voiculescu exact sequence for KK-theory). Let ~ be 
a trivially graded cr-unital C*-algebra, and~ ><1 0 Z the crossed product C*
algebra of ~. with a an action of Z of integers on ~- Then, if 'D is any 
separable graded C* -algebra, then the following sequence is exact: 

KK('D, ~) cS=(id21-a). KK('D,~) ---+ KK('D,~ ><Ia Z) 

r 1 
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If 21. is separable, then for any a--unital graded C* -algebra ~, the following 
sequence is exact: 

KK(21., ~) -
1 

Indeed, there is the following short exact sequence: 

corresponding to the mapping torus construction, with o/\ the dual action 
of 1l' ~ Z~'~, extended to ~ periodically. This exact sequence is locally split, 
and hence semi-split. The maps 8 in the diagrams above are given by the 
Kasparov product from the left or right by the class 8q E K K 1 (21.®11{, 8(21.® 
OC)) ~ K K(21., 21.) corresponding to this extension, which also corresponds 
to the class [idm- a] E KK(21.,21.). 

Recall that the mapping torus for an action a of Z on 21. is defined 
to be the C* -algebra Ma of all 21.-valued continuous functions f on ~ such 
that f(x + 1) = a(f(x)) for x E R There is the following short exact 
sequence: 

0 -+ 821. -+ Ma -+ 21. -+ 0. 

The dual action a~'~ of 1l' ~ Z~'~ on 21. >qa Z, extended to ~ periodically, 
induces the following isomorphism: 

(21. >qa Z) >qa" ~ ~ M(a")"• 

with the mapping torus M(a")" for the second dual action (a~'~)~'~ of Z ~ 
']['~'~ ~ (Z~'~)~'~ on (21. >qa Z) >qa" 1l' the crossed prodcut, which is isomorphic 
to 21. ® II{ by the Takai duality theorem. 

The KK-theory six-term exact sequence and the Thorn isomorphism 
imply that 

KK(~, 8(21. ® OC)) ~ KK1 (~. 21. )qa Z) ~ KK(~,2I.®OC) 

ol lo 
KK1 (~,2I.®OC) ~ KK(~,21.)qaZ) ~ KK1 (~, 8(21. ® OC)) 
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and 

K K(S(2t ® OC), i') 

81 

q* 
+------

KK1 (2t®OC,i') ~ KK(2t:xJaZ,i') ~ KK1 (i',S(2t®OC)). 

• As a byproduct of the PV sequence, we have that for 2l a trivially 
graded a-unital C* -algebra, if 1) is any separable graded C* -algebra, then 

K K(i', 2t X a 'II') 8=(id-a/\). K K(i', 2t :xJa 'II') KK(i', 2t) 

1 q. 

- KKl(i', 2t :xJa 'II') 8=(id-a/\). KK1(1>, 2t :xJa 'II') 

and if 2t is separable, then for any a-unital graded C*-algebra 1), 

KK(2t,i') 

r q· 

KK1(2t :xJa 'II', i'.) 8=(id-aA)• KK1(2t :xJa 'II', i'), 

where 2t ~ (2t :xJ a 'II') :xJ aA Z with o/' the dual action of Z ~ 'II'/\ for an action 
a of the one torus 1' on 2t, by Takai duality, and the maps 8 in the diagrams 
above are given by the Kasparov product from the left or right by the class 
8q E KK1(2t :xJa 'II', S((2t :xJa 'II') ®OC)) ~ KK(2t :xJa 'II', 2t :xJa 'II') corresponding 
to the following extension: 

0--+ S((2t :xJa 'II')® OC) 
i 

---t [(2t :xJa 'II') :xJaA Z] )<J(aA)/\ ~ 

(2t )<J Q 'II') ® II{ - 0, 

where this extension is viewed as the mapping torus M((al\ )I\ )A for the third 
dual action ((al\)1\)1\ of Z on [(2t :xJa 'II') :xJa/\ Z] :xJ(aA)/\ 'II', which is isomorphic 
to (2t :xJa 'II') ®II{ by Takai duality. 

• As another byproduct of the PV sequence, in the same manner we 
have that for 2t a trivially graded a-unital C* -algebra, if 1) is any separable 
graded C* -algebra, then 

- KKl("",n' "'~ '7/n) 8=(id-aA). KKl("" Of '71 ) ,J..J ~"'~u... ,J..J,~:xJau...n 
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and if 21 is separable, then for any O"-unital graded C*-algebra 1), 

i q• 

-- KK1 (21 ><~o Zn, 1)) o=(id-o"l* KK1(21 ><~o Zn, 1)), 

where 21 ><1 0 Z with the action a extended to Z from an action a of a cyclic 
group Zn = Z/nZ on 21 is isomorphic to the mapping torus Mo" for the 
dual action aA of Zn ~ Z~, extended to Z and to R periodically, on 21 ><1 0 Zn 
with 

and the maps 8 in the diagrams above are given by the Kasparov product 
from the left or right by the dass 8q E KK1(21 ><1 0 Zn, 8(21 ><1 0 Zn)) ~ 
K K(Ql ><1 0 Zn, 21 ><1 0 Zn) corresponding to this extension. Note that 

As well, we have another one: 

This quotient should give a quotient map from M~" to Mo". 

7 UCT and KK-equivalence 

We denote by N the smallest class of separable nuclear C* -algebras such 
that: 

(Nl) N contains C; 
(N2) N is closed under countable inductive limits of C* -algebras; 
(N3) For a short exact sequence of C*-algebras, if non-zero two terms 

are inN, then so is the nonzero third; 
(N4) N is closed under KK-equivalence. 
Let No denote the smallest class of separable nuclear C* -algebras closed 

under 
(Nol) No contains C and Co(R); (N02)= (N2); 
(No3) For a split short exact sequence of C*-algebras, if nonzero two 

terms are in No, then so is the nonzero third; (N04)=(N4). 
The class N is called the bootstrap category in this sense. 
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The class N is also the smallest category of all separable nuclear C*
algebras such that the UCT below holds for their pairs of every C*-algebra. 
In this sense, the class N is also called the UCT class. 

Set K.(21) = K0 (21)E9K1{21), KK(21, 23) = KK0{21, 23), and KK*{21, 23) = 
KK0 (21, 23) E9 KK1(21, 23). 

(Universal Coefficient Theorem (UCT)). Let 21 and 23 be separable 
C* -algebras, with 21 in the bootstrap category or the UCT class N. Then 
we have the following short exact sequence: 

0---+ Ext~(K.(21), K.(23)) ~ K K*(21, 23) ~ Hom(K.(21), K.(23)) ---+ 0 

and so that, more exactly, 

0 ---+ Ext~(Ko(21), Kl(23)) E9 Ext~(K1(21), Ko(23)) 

~ KK(21,23) 

~ Hom(Ko(21), Ko(23)) E9 Hom(K1 (21), K1 (23)) ---+ 0 

and 

0 ---+ Ext~(Ko(21), Ko(23)) E9 E::ct~(K1 (21), Kl(23)) 

~ KK1(21, 23) 

~ Hom(Ko(21), K1 (23)) E9 Hom(K1 (21), Ko(23)) ---+ 0. 

The sequence is natural in each variable, and splits unnaturally. If K.(21) 
is free or K.(23) is divisible, then -y is an isomorphism. 

In particular, 

0 ---+ Ext~(Ko(21), K1(21)) E9 Ext~(KI(21), Ko(21)) 

~ KK{21,21) 

~ Hom(Ko(21), Ko(21)) E9 Hom(K1 (21), K1 (21)) ---+ 0 

and 

0 ---+ Ext~(Ko(21), Ko(21)) E9 Ext~(KI(21), K1(21)) 

~ KK1(21, 21) 

~ Hom(Ko(21), K1(21)) E9 Hom(KI(21), Ko(21))---+ 0, 

and KK(21,21) as well as KK*(21,21) = KK0(21,21)E9KK1(21,21) a graded 
ring have the following ring structure: the product of any two Ext~ is zero, 
and Hom = Ext~ acts on Hom and Ext~ as usual, so the respective Ext~ 
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terms in KK(m,m) and KK*(m,m) form ideals with square zero. Also, 
KK(m, m) is viewed as a subring of KK*(m, m), but KK1 (m, m) is not, 
without ring structure. 

We denote by N' the class of C* -algebras such that the UCT holds for 
their pairs with every C*-algebra, i.e., if mE N', then the UCT holds for 
(m, ~)with~ any. Certainly, we haveN c N'. That the inclusion is strict 
has already shown above. The reason is that there are some non-nuclear, 
separable C*-algebras for which the UCT holds. We may call the class N' 
the general UCT class, to distinguish from the UCT class N. 

Example 7.1. • Let m and ~ be C*-algebras in N'. If they have their 
K-theory groups isomorphic, then m and~ are KK-equivalent. Namely, in 
the general UCT class N', the K-theory equivalence implies the KK-theory 
equivalence. In particular, the same holds for the UCT class N. 

This is deduced as a corollary from that if m and ~ in N' and there is x E 
KK(m, ~)such that r(x) E Hom(K*(m), K*(~)) is an isomorphism, then x 
is a KK-equivalence. Hence, if K*(m) ~ K*(m), then there is the canonical 
isomorphism in Hom(K*(m), K*(~)), and it is viewed as an element of 
K K(m, ~) by splitting of the UCT, which gives a KK-equivalence between 
m and~. 

Indeed, by naturality of the UCT we have the following commutative 
diagram: 

0 0 

1 1 
Ext~(K*(~), K*(D)) 

9 
Ext~(K*(m), K*(D)) -

o1 1o 
KK*(~,D) 

x®'.B(-) 
KK*(m,D) 

71 17 
Hom(K*(~), K*(D)) 

,., 
Hom(K*(m), K*(D)) -

1 1 
0 0 

with 0 and rJ the isomorphisms induced by K*(~) ~ K*(m). Apply the 
Five Lemma to obtain that the middle map x ®~ ( ·) by Kasparov product 
is an isomorphism. Taking D = m, we have that there is y E KK(~,m) 
such that x ®~ y = [id21] E K K (m, m). Similarly, by naturality of the UCT 
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we have 
0 0 

1 1 
Extl(K*(1>), K*(Qt)) 

0 1 . 
-------7 Extz(K*(1>), K*(~)) 

o1 1o 
KK*(1>, Qt) 

(·)@2JX 
KK*(1>,~) 

~1 1~ 
Hom(K*(1>), K*(Qt)) 1J Hom(K*(1>), K*(~)) -------7 

1 1 
0 0 

with (} and 'T/ the isomorphisms induced by K*(Qt) ~ K*(~). Apply the 
Five Lemma to obtain that the middle map ( ·) ®21 x by Kasparov product 
is an isomorphism. Taking 1) = ~' we have that there is y E KK(~, Qt) 
such that y ®21 x = [id~] E K K(~, ~). 

• Consequently, the K-theory equivalence is the same as the KK-theory 
equivalence, for a-unital C*-algebras in the general UCT class N'. In par
ticular, the same holds for C*-algebras in the class N. 

• Let Qt be any (separable) C* -algebra. Then there is a (separable) com
mutative C* -algebra <t, whose spectrum has dimension at most three, and 
there is an element x E KK(f!, ~) such that f'(x) : K*(<t) -+ K*(~) is 
an isomorphism. For all Qt E N', we have that ( ·) ®e: x : K K* (Qt, <!:) -+ 

K K* (Qt, ~) is an isomorphism. If ~ E N', then x is a KK-equivalence. 
We may choose <!: to be the direct sum f!o EB f!1 such that K1 (f!o) = 0 and 
Ko(<!:1) = 0. If K*(~) is finitely generated, then we may also choose <!: 
whose spectrum is a finite complex of dimension at most three. 

The proof is as follows. Since the map I': KK*(f!, ~) -+ Hom(K*(f!), K*(~)) 
is surjective, it is only necessary to find a commutative C* -algebra with its 
spectrum specified and its K-groups isomorphic to those of ~- There is 
a standard way to construct a commutative f!o with Ko specified and K1 
trivial: choose a free resolution: 

O-+F1 ~ F2- Ko(~)-0, 
and let 1) 1 and 1>2 each be a co-direct sum of copies of SC = Co (IR) and 
<p : 1)1 -+ 1>2 with <p* = f on K*(1>I), and let <to be the mapping cone of 
<p: 

<to = { (x, f) E 1>1 EB C1>2l cp(x) = f(O)} 
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and then let ~1 = S~o, to obtain~= ~oEB~1- Other things follow as before 
or from a moment of thought. 

• It follows that the class N is equal to the smallest class N~ of separable 
nuclear C* -algebras such that: 

N~ contains commutative C*-algebras and 
{N4) N"' is closed under KK-equivalence. 
We may call the class N"' the KK-commutative class. 
• Let Qt be a C* -algebra in the class N with torsion free K-theory. Then 

there are simple AF C* -algebras 2lo and 2l1 such that 2l "'K K 2lo EB S2l1. 
Thus 2l is in fact in the class No. 

The proof is as follows. Any countable torsion-free abelian group G 
with G -::j:. Z can be embedded as an additive subgroup of IR, so that the 
image is dense in JR. For instance, Z2 ~ Z EB (JZ c JR2 with e an irrational 
number. If Ki{2l) = Z, then set 2li = C; otherwise embed Ki(2l) into lR and 
let 2li be an AF C*-algebra with the image of Ki(2l) as dimension group. 

• It follows that the class N0 consists of C* -algebras in N with torsion 
free K-theroy. 

We may call the class No the torsion free UCT class or the torsion 
free bootstrap category. 

• Let ~ be a C* -algebra. The following conditions are equivalent: (i) 
~ E N'; (ii) ~ is KK-equivalent to a C* -algebra in N; (iii) ~ is KK
equivalent to a (separable) commutative C* -algebra; (iv) If 'I) is any C*
algebra with K*(':D) = 0, then KK*(~, ':D)= 0. 

The proof is as in the following. 
(i) => (ii). The UCT implies that if K*(':D) = 0, then both Exti(K*(~), K*(':D)) 

and Hom(K*(~), K*(':D)) are zero and hence KK*(~, ':D) = 0. 
(iii) => (ii). The class N contains any C(X) for every finite simplicial 

complex X. Since every compact space is an inverse limit of simplicial com
plexes, then C(X) EN for every compact space X. Also, N contains Co(X) 
for every locally compact X because we have 0-+ C0(X)-+ C(X+)-+ C-+ 
0 and use (N3). Thus N contains all separable commutative C*-algebra. 
Thus if~ "'KK 2l = C(X) or Co(X), then~ "'KK 2l EN. 

(ii) => (i). If~ "'KK 2l E N with x E KK(~, 2l) a KK-equivalence, 
then x ®m (·) : KK(2l,':D) -+ KK(~,:D) and(·) ®23 x: KK(:D,~) -+ 
KK(':D, 2l) are isomorphism for any C*-algebra :D, so that in particular, 

for 2l and ~ both u-unital. Therefore, for a separable C*-algebra ':D, 
the UCT for (2l,':D) implies that the UCT for (~,'1)) by KK(~,':D) ~ 
KK(2l, ':D) and Kj(~) ~ Kj(2l). 
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(iv) => (iii). There is a (separable) commutative C*-algebra m and 
x E KK(m, ~)with 'Y(x): K*(m) ._ K*(~) is an isomorphism. Represent 
x by a semi-split extension: 

o -- s~ & oc ~ 1:> ~ m -- o. 
Then the six-term exact sequence of K-groups becomes: 

K1(~) ~ Ko(f}) 

aj ~ 
q. -

K1(m) ~ K1(1:>) ~ Ko(~) 

and hence K*(1:>) = 0 Thus, K K*(~, 1:>) = 0. And then the KK-theory 
six-term exact sequence in the second variable becomes: 

KK1 (~,~) ~ KK(~,1:>)=0 ~ KK(~,m) 

r(-)i812JX l(·)i812JX 

KK1 (~,m) ~ KK1 (~,1:>) =0 ~ KK(~.~) 

and thus (.) 0m X : K K(~, m) --t K K(~, ~) is an isomorphism, and hence 
there is y E KK(~, m) such that y 0m x = [i~~] E KK(~, ~). Moreover, 
similarly, represent y by a semi-split extension: 

o -- sm 0 oc ~ 1:> ~ ~ -- o, 
so that if follows that 

KK1(m,m) ~ KK(m,1:>) =0 ~ KK(m,~) 

r (·)®!BY 1 (·)®!BY 

KK1 (m,~) ~ KK1(m,1:>) =0 ~ KK(m,m) 

by using. (iii) => (iv) and thus (·) 0~ y : KK(m, ~) ._ KK(m,·m) is an 
isomorphism, and hence there is x' E K K(m, ~) such that x' 0~ y = 

[idm] E K K (m, m). It then follows that ~ ""'K K m. 
(iii)=> (iv). If~ is KK-equivalent to a commutative C*-algebra !, then 

KK*(~,1:>) ~ KK*(!,1:>) for any C*-algebra. The UCT implies that if 
K*(1:>) = 0, then KK*(!,1:>) = 0. Therefore, KK*(~,1:>) = 0. 

8 Classification of C*-algebras by KK-equivalence 

Obtained as a collection is the following table in the next page: 
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Table 1: Classification for some KK-equivalent C*-algebras 

Representatives Classes Examples 
K-theory groups 

Zero 0 Contractible to 0 Ce = Co((O, 1]), 
Ko = 0, K1 = 0 C2L = Co(O, 1]) ® 2t 

Pointe Commutative Co(I~~n) 

Contracitible to e C([O, 1]n) 
Ko = Z, K1 = 0 Elementary Mn(e), OC 

Type I, non-split ext Toeplitz tt 
Crossed product by lR Even solvable Lie C*(G) 

Line C0(JR) Commutative Co(R~n+!) 

Ko =0, K1 =Z Suspended S2L "'KK Se = Co(lR) 
Crossed product by lR Odd solvable Lie C* (G) 

Circle C('][') Direct sum 2t E9 ~ "'KK C E9 Co(R) 
Ko =Z, K1 = Z Split extension C(S2n+l) ~ Co(JR2n+l) ><J e 

2t ><1 ~ "'KK Co(R) E9 e 
Free product (=FP) 2t * ~ "'KK e E9 Co(lR) 

Two points e~ Direct sum 2l$~ "'KK eE9e 
Ko = Z2, K1 = 0 Split, extension (=ext) C(S2n) = Co(R2n) ><J e 

2t ><I~ "'KK e $ e 
Free product 2t * ~ "'KK e 2 

Eight C(8) Split extension C(8) ~ C0 (JR u R) ><1 e 
Ko = Z, K1 = Z2 Pull back C(8) ~ C('][') E9c C('][') 

Unital free product C*(F2) ~ C('][') *c C('][') 
n points en Direct sum $n2Li "'K K en 

Ko = zn, K1 = 0 Successive split ext 2L1 ><I··· ><I 2Ln "'KK e ><I ···><I e 
Successive FP 2L1 * · · · * 2Ln "'KK e * · · · * e 

Hawaian C(Hn) Split extension C(Hn) ~ Co(un:IR) ><1 e 
Ko = Z, K1 = zn Pull back C(Hn) ~ C('][') E9c · · · E9c C('][') 

Unital FP C*(Fn) ~ C('][') *C · · · *C C('][') 
oo points $ 00e Direct sum $ 002tj "'K K E900e 

Ko=Z00 ,K1=0 Successive split ext 2L1 ><I··· ><I 2Ln · · · "'KK e ><I ···><I e · · · 
Successive FP 2L1 * · · · * 2Ln · · · "'KK e * · · · * e · · · 

Hawaian C(H00 ) Split extension C(Hoo) ~ Co(U001R) ><1 e 
Ko = Z, K1 = zoo Pull back C(Hoo) ~ E9cC('][') 

Unital FP C*(Foo) ~ *cC('][') 
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